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Part I

Introduction
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Cluster science is a rather new and rapidly developing field of research, moti-

vated by concurrent interests at both fundamental and applied level. First of all

one can recognize the fascinating fundamental question of how the properties of

bulk materials evolve from the corresponding ones of single atoms, but clusters

attract great interest also in the ever-growing field of nanotechnology, where they

can be employed as building blocks to assemble novel nanostructured materials

with interesting properties.

To fully understand and eventually control the properties of these materials it is

fundamental to reach an insight into the properties of the original particles, with-

out the modifications that are necessarily introduced by the interaction with the

supporting surface and between clusters themselves. For this reason it is very inter-

esting to study clusters in the gas-phase, completely isolated from the surrounding

environment.

Laser optical and photo-electron spectroscopy techniques have proven to be

very powerful to characterize the electronic properties of clusters, while the most

advanced synchrotron radiation based characterization techniques that offer larger

insight for nano-scale objects characterization have found to date only little ap-

plication to free isolated nanostructures due to the very low density of gas-phase

samples. The advent of intense short-wavelength light sources such as the new

generation of FELs (Free Electron Lasers) is expected to bridge the gap between

the most advanced characterization methods and the state of the art of free par-

ticles preparation methods. The combination of such sources to isolated clusters

shows a strong additional potential for the observation of new physical phenomena

from matter under extreme conditions.

My work reports on the recent developments of free particle characterization

methods with synchrotron radiation carried out at the Molecular Beams Laboratory

of the Università degli Studi di Milano in collaboration with leading international

groups.

This thesis is divided into two main parts. In the first one a brief introduc-

tion is given about the characterization techniques we used (in chapter 1) and the

apparatus we originally developed for the experiments (in chapter 2).

The second part is devoted to the description and discussion of the results of
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the experiments:

• Chapter 3 reports on the X-ray absorption experiment on complex carbon

clusters; it allowed to identify an evolution on the millisecond time-scale of

the content of carbon atoms with sp hybridization with the residence time in

the aggregation region.

• Chapter 4 reports the results of a novel technique, that we developed and

named Supersonic Beam Mobility Analysis. This technique is used to charac-

terize the nano-scale morphology of clusters seeded in a molecular beam, by

means of an accurate measurement of their coupling with the carrier gas in

a supersonic expansion.

• Chapter 5 reports experiments of photo-fragmentation of titanium clusters in

an intense FEL photon beam.

• Chapter 6 reports the characterization of the complex morphology of lead

clusters by means of combined mass and photo-electron spectroscopies.
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Chapter 1

Clusters

Atomic clusters are aggregates of atoms, from few to several thousands, with size

up to tens of nanometers. The term can be used, and will be used, as a synonym of

nanoparticle, as the generally given definitions of the two terms refer to classes of

objects with partially overlapping size ranges.

The first interest in cluster science is to follow the evolution of the geomet-

ric and electronic structure as a function of size, to understand the link between

isolated atoms and the bulk solid. The electronic structure for instance changes

drastically with size, from localized atomic orbitals over molecular-like orbitals for

small clusters to band-like states for large clusters approaching the infinite solid.

Moreover, clusters have also triggered great interest for applications in the

growing field of nanotechnology, opening the way to the synthesis of new mate-

rials based on a bottom-up building-block approach.

Clusters (or nanoparticles) can be synthesized mainly following two method-

ologies: the chemical synthesis and the gas-phase vapor condensation.

The first approach has the advantage of simplicity, quite good reproducibility

and defined size distribution, but presents the great disadvantage of making the

characterization of the products quite difficult because the particles cannot be an-

alyzed isolated, without the interaction with the fluid in which they are dispersed

or a surface on which they are deposited.

On the other hand gas-phase synthesis, despite the general need of much more

expensive and complicated experimental setup, gives the possibility to characterize
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the particles as isolated objects, i.e. unaffected by the environment.

1.1 Gas-phase Synthesis

Gas-phase synthesis of clusters is often based on the condensation of a vapor of the

material of interest in an inert atmosphere.

If the precursor for cluster formation is already in the gas-phase, like is the case

for molecular or rare gas clusters, it is generally sufficient to produce an adiabatic

expansion through a nozzle into a vacuum, to obtain the clusters formation via

vapor condensation. The process is well known and many empirical scaling laws

have been developed to link the size distribution of the clusters to the stagnation

pressure and temperature of the gas prior to expansion.

For refractory material, like metals, the vapor can be obtained by the non-

thermal vaporization of a solid target. This can be accomplished in many ways:

violent heating by an intense laser pulse or arc discharge [46], by magnetron

[48] or pulsed sputtering [3]; only for a limited number of metals, clusters can

be formed by direct evaporation in a crucible [37].

The vapor is condensed in a bath of inert gas, then expanding in a free jet and

thus forming a molecular beam seeded with clusters. After the transition to the

molecular regime, clusters are in all respects isolated from each other and from

the surrounding environment. Depending on the vapor temperature and thermo-

dynamic conditions during aggregation time, different morphologies may be syn-

thesized for clusters of refractory materials.

1.2 Characterization Techniques

As discussed in the previous section, gas-phase production of clusters has the great

advantage of decoupling their properties from that of a matrix or substrate. How-

ever characterization of nanoparticles in the gas-phase is a non-trivial task for many

reasons, first of all the high dilution of the sample, and a great improvement of

standard techniques is needed to make them suitable for this purpose.

In the following sections I will present the principles of four characterization

techniques that I contributed to develop during my PhD thesis and that I employed
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for the characterization of carbon and metal clusters with complex structure and

morphology.

1.2.1 Mobility Analysis

When a particle moves into a dispersive medium it loses energy because of interac-

tions. So when a constant external force is applied, the particle velocity saturates

mean terminal velocity, that is the equilibrium point between the energy given by

the external force and that dispersed by the interactions. The ratio between the

terminal velocity and the applied force is defined as the mobility:

µ=
vd

F
(1.1)

Mobility is in general proportional to the cross-section of the particle with re-

spect to the medium in which is immersed and so it can be exploited to investigate

the properties of the particle.

One example of the application of this concept is the study of nanoparticles in

aerosols. In this case solid particles are suspended in a gas flow. In this case the

mobility depends on the nature of the interactions with the atoms or molecules of

the gas and enables the measurement of the collisional cross-section of the particle.

If considering compact spherical particles, the cross-section can be directly re-

lated to the size of the particles and hence measurement of mobility could be em-

ployed to obtain the mass distribution of the particles. However considering more

complex particles characterized by a fractal structure, this relation is not well de-

fined and the mobility gives only the indication of an “effective size” of the particle,

which should be coupled to another independent measurement to give information

about the real mass and the fractal dimension.

The next two sections introduce, in the first one of the most widely diffused

techniques that employs mobility analysis to characterize nanoparticles, that is elec-

trical mobility analysis, in the second an innovative approach for gas-phase charac-

terization of fractal particles by mobility measurements, employing the properties

of a supersonic expansion.
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of differential mobility analyzer (DMA) (from TSI corporation)

Electrical Mobility Analysis

The principle beyond electrical mobility analysis (EMA) is that in a gas flow charged

particles with different mobility and subject to the same external field, acquire

different velocities and so follow different trajectories; this effect is used for particle

separation and selection.

A typical design of an apparatus for EMA is reported in figure 1.1. An aerosol

of the particles of interest, in conditions of laminar flow, is first passed through

a charger (typically a diffusion charger to softly ionize particles, obtaining mainly

singly charged particles and avoiding fragmentation), then introduced into a sepa-

ration column and in the end the selected fraction of particles in counted.

The selection column is usually made by a cylindrical capacitor, in which the

aerosol is injected axially between the plates. A high voltage is applied to form a

radial field. The particles are then subject to two forces, the drag of the flow that

is almost only axial and the drift imposed by the electric field that is mostly radial.

The composition of the two perpendicular components of the velocity makes the
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particles follow different trajectories depending on their mobility. At a specified po-

sition an outlet is placed, so that particles with a specific mobility can be extracted

from the apparatus. By varying the electric field it is possible to select particles

with different mobility.

Many different version of this apparatus are found in literature, but the concept

beyond them is always the same. The difference deals mostly with the dimensions

of the particle that could be detected, with resolution and with the efficiency of the

measurement.

Supersonic Beam Mobility Analysis

The properties of a molecular beam obtained by supersonic expansion, can be ex-

ploited to characterize the morphology of nanoparticles in the gas-phase by mod-

eling their acceleration in the beam through collisions with the carrier gas and by

concurrent measurement of their terminal velocity and mass. This technique allows

to estimate the fractal dimension of the aggregates under study.

The properties of a supersonic beam are mainly determined by the size and

shape of the nozzle and by the thermodynamic properties of the gas upstream of the

nozzle and simple models can provide appropriate semi-quantitative predictions

[43]. Ideal thermodynamic analysis based on the first law can be employed to

determine stream velocity, temperature, pressure and density along the jet axis

versus distance from the nozzle. In particular, the maximum terminal velocity vgas

of the molecules (mass mgas) is given by

vgas =

È

2kBγ · Ts

mgas(γ− 1)
(1.2)

where γ is the heat capacity ratio, Ts the stagnation temperature before the expan-

sion and kB the Boltzmann constant. The presence in the beam of heavy species

- such as nanoparticles - generally introduces severe complications in the analy-

sis; the problem can be treated when the species are diluted at very low relative

concentration in a carrier gas. In this case the thermodynamic properties of the

expansion can be assumed to be not affected by the presence of the seeding par-

ticles [12] that are accelerated up to a size-dependent terminal velocity by the

collisions with the carrier gas [34]. The effect on cluster velocity of the finite num-
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ber of collisions occurring before transition to collision-less free molecular regime

is usually called “velocity slip” and can be effectively modeled through a dynamic

shape factor in the free molecular Epstein regime [13], i.e. taking into account

the size dependence of cluster inertia and collisional cross-section, determining the

collision rate with carrier gas molecules. An expression for this model was formu-

lated by Wrenger and Meiwes-Broer [54] under the limiting assumptions of central

and elastic collisions between clusters considered as hard spheres. A more general

expression will be derived from the single postulate momentum conservation.

It is convenient to describe collisions in a reference frame moving with velocity

vgas equal to the average carrier gas velocity and where the carrier gas is thus

essentially at rest. In this frame the velocity ṽ of a particle with mass m is changed

by one central elastic collision with the carrier gas (mass mgas) to

ṽ′ = ṽ ·
�

m−mgas

m+mgas

�

(1.3)

This directly yields the expression (1.4) for the particle velocity in the labora-

tory reference frame after k collisions, as provided by Wrenger and Meiwes-Broer,

vk(m) = vgas ·



1−
�

m−mgas

m+mgas

�k


 (1.4)

For any kind of collision, in the reference frame traveling with the gas, we can

write the conservation of momentum along the direction of carrier gas motion as

mṽ = mgas ṽ
′
gas +mṽ′ (1.5)

As the aim is the evaluation of the average effect of multiple collisions, it’s pos-

sible to only take into account the effect of collisions on the momentum projection

along the motion direction of the carrier gas; as a matter of fact, under axial sym-

metry conditions, the mean momentum transfer along directions perpendicular to

the axis is zero. So in general

ṽ′gas = 2αṽ withαmin ≤ α < 1 (1.6)

where α accounts for the actual momentum transfer occurred in the collision. The

limit of maximum momentum transfer, corresponding to the case of a centered
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elastic collision with m � mgas, is indeed accounted for by 2ṽ while αmin, which

is zero in the case of hard-sphere collisions, can assume in the most general case

also negative values, taking for example into account the possible gas adsorption

and desorption processes with diffused emission over the whole solid angle [13].

Under this parametrization momentum conservation means

ṽ′ = ṽ
m− 2αmgas

m
(1.7)

which can be rewritten as

ṽ′ = ṽ ·
�

m−mgas

m+mgas

�log
�

m−2αmgas
m

�

/log
�

m−mgas
m+mgas

�

' ṽ

�

m−mgas

m+mgas

�α

(1.8)

where the approximation holds if m� mgas.

In the laboratory frame, after k collisions the average particle velocity is thus

〈vk(m)〉 ' vgas ·



1−
�

m−mgas

m+mgas

�〈α〉 k


 (1.9)

The general expression of the particle velocity evolution after collision with the

carrier gas molecules is thus the same as for the simple central elastic collision

model with the total number of collisions scaled by an effectiveness parameter 〈α〉

with 0 < 〈α〉 < 1. The actual value of 〈α〉 depends on the nature of gas-particle

interaction [30] and can in general be affected by particle morphology [33], taking

into account the balance of diffused versus elastic scattering [13].

For given expansion conditions, the number of collisions can be assumed to

scale with the geometric cross section σ of the particle (the projection of the par-

ticle geometry onto a plane perpendicular to the direction of carrier gas motion)

[33], so that the velocity of clusters of mass m, which undergo k〈α〉 = β · σ ef-

fective collisions in the forward direction along the jet expansion, can be modeled

by

v(m;σ) = vgas ·



1−
�

m−mgas

m+mgas

�β σ


 (1.10)

This expression puts in explicit form the fact that clusters seeded in a supersonic

expansion are accelerated along the jet axis by the collisions with the expanding
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gas molecules. The number of forward “kicks” is determined by the particle col-

lisional cross-section and the effect of each is related to the particle mass and to

an additional scaling parameter characteristic of the scattering process. Therefore,

an accurate measurement of the velocity-to-mass relation characterizing a set of

clusters can bring information on the morphology on the scale of the collisional

cross-section of the carrier gas molecules. The explicit form for cluster morphology

description enters into the model through the scaling law between σ and m.

By defining the fractal dimension characterizing a set of aggregates as the ex-

ponent describing the scaling of objects’ size S against a characteristic linear di-

mension R(S ∝ RD), a relation can be obtained between the fractal dimension

D for clusters volume in 3D and fractal dimension D∗ for the corresponding pro-

jected area in 2D. In the case of infinite self similar objects, this relation is simply

D∗ = min(2, D) [33], while the case of real fractal-like objects has been discussed

in detail by Nelson et al. [36] who derived the general expression relating D and

D∗ in dependence on an observation scale parameter X (defined in reduced units

relative to object linear dimension) that accounts for the finite resolution of the ob-

servation method, or for the lower boundary to the scale of the fractal-like physical

object imposed by finite primary particle size of the aggregates.

For a physical fractal-like object consisting of an aggregate formed by a number

of homogeneous primary particles we have m ∝ RD and σ ∝ RD∗ because of the

cross section for the gas-particle collision being proportional to the aggregate’s

projection area. We can thus write

σ ∝ mD∗/D = mξ (1.11)

where ξ is defined as D∗/D. A given ξ ≤ 1 generally corresponds to two possible

distinct solutions for the fractal dimension D, one in the range 2 ≤ D ≤ 3 given by

D = 2/ξ and the other one in the range 1 ≤ D < 2 that can be determined using

the expression given by Nelson et al. [36] if an estimate for the observation scale

is available. In the process of probing cluster geometry through atomic collisions,

the observation scale is in the order of the collision diameter of the carrier gas

(∼ 0.27nm in the case of He28). The assignment of a fractal character to clusters

and nanoparticles is also generally limited by an inner scale imposed by the size of

the primary particles forming the aggregate (which can be larger than the atomic
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scale in the presence of hierarchical aggregation of compact primary particles into

fractal-like super-aggregates). According to Nelson et al. this finite component size

does not affect the apparent dimension D∗ as long as it is considerably smaller than

the aggregate size [36].

The proposed method for the characterization of the σ to m scaling behavior

provides access to a quantitative determination of the fractal dimension of the ag-

gregates, restricting indecision to two distinct solutions which generally correspond

to distinct physical situations very far from each other that can therefore be sorted

out on the basis of very limited previous knowledge of the system under study. The

most peculiar aspect of this method is that it provides a fractal dimension param-

eter associated to a cluster population, and not to a single object. Sampling from

a set of many particles of different sizes is individuated indeed as a most effective

route for mapping the system under study at different length-scales using a single

probe with fixed scale – the colliding atoms.

1.2.2 Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy

X-ray absorption spectra are characterized by absorption steps, called edges, that

happen when the photon energy becomes equal to the binding energy of a core

state; core levels of each element have specific binding energies and so the identifi-

cation of these absorption edges makes possible the determination of the chemical

composition of the sample. Moreover just before these edges many fine spectral

features are present. These features are the target of Near edge X-ray Absorption

Fine Structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy (for a review see [47, 9]).

The pre-edge absorption peaks appear when the photon energy becomes reso-

nant to a transition from a core-level to a still bounded excited state. The study of

these features can give information on the local environment of the probed atom

and on the structure of unoccupied molecular orbitals.

1.2.3 Photo-electron spectroscopy

Photo-electron spectroscopy studies the composition of a sample by exposing it

to X-rays of known and fixed energy and by measuring the kinetic energy of the

emitted electrons. The difference in energy between the photon and the electron is
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the binding energy of ionized core-level.

As in XAS, core-levels are sensitive to the local environment of the probed atom,

and so the line-shape of the emitted electrons carry information about chemical

bonding and coordination, permitting for example in clusters to distinguish be-

tween surface and bulk atoms.

1.2.4 Photo-fragmentation in intense photon beams

Photo-fragmentation, or photo-dissociation when dealing with molecules, is a pow-

erful technique to investigate the structural properties of matter. In fact, from the

way a system fragments, valuable information can be inferred about its structure

and the bonds that hold it together.

The comprehension of the fragmentation process happens in two steps: the

first is the process with which excess energy is deposited into the system, and the

second one is the way the system follow to relax this excess energies.

In the following are reported the general means of absorption of finite systems

exposed to intense laser beams and the mechanism with which this system can

fragment, with a major focus on metallic clusters.

Energy absorption mechanisms

In general ionization mechanisms can be divided into two main categories: photon-

dominated and field-dominated. In the first case electron emission (or excitation)

is mainly due to the absorption of one or multiple photons, while in the other,

the process is dominated by the very intense electric field that strongly modifies

the energy levels of the system under consideration, promoting processes such as

electron tunneling (the two processes are schematically depicted for an atomic

potential in figure 1.2a).

The prevalence of one of the process over the other can be conveniently de-

scribed by the Keldysh adiabaticity parameter [23]

γ=

È

EI P

2Up
(1.12)

where EI P is the ionization potential while Up is the ponderomotive potential, that

is the quiver energy of the electron oscillating in the laser field, expressed by
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of ionization mechanisms in atoms, molecules and
clusters. (Reproduced from [14])

Up =
e2
�

�E0

�

�

2

4meω
2
las

(1.13)

where E0 is the electric field amplitude, ωlas the laser frequency and e and me the

charge and mass of the electron.

On the atomic level mainly two processes are possible, which are easily dis-

tinguishable form the γ parameter and are schematically depicted in figure 1.2a.

When γ� 1, the quiver energy of the electron in the optical field is small and the

predominant ionization process is multi-photon ionization (MPI). Otherwise when

γ ® 1 the dominating ionization mechanism is optical field ionization (OFI): in

this case the laser field can be seen as a quasi-stationary electric field that, if suffi-

ciently strong, can permit electrons to tunnel through the potential barrier into the

continuum.

In a cluster the situation is of course more complex because also the electronic

structure of the cluster itself plays a role in the determination of the prevailing

ionization process. A very convenient way for the description of the charging dy-

namics of a complex system is the distinction between inner and outer ionization,

as introduced by Last and Jortner [28]. As schematized in figure 1.2b, electrons in

a cluster can be divided into free, quasi-free and tightly bound electrons. Therefore
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inner ionization refers to the excitation of a tightly bound electron to a conduc-

tion band, while outer ionization refers to the final excitation of the electron to the

continuum.

If we consider infrared and visible wavelengths, typical of table-top lasers, we

can schematize the ionization dynamic as initiated at first by OFI that promotes

inner ionization of the clusters and buildup of a transient nano-plasma; the efficient

coupling of the plasma to the laser radiation leads to an extremely strong energy

absorption, mainly driven by inverse bremsstrahlung (IBS) [14].

Moving to wavelengths in the VUV range, the inner ionization dynamics is ini-

tiated by multi-photon ionization, leading also in this case to the formation of a

nanoplasma, which is then heated mainly by IBS and the outer ionization process

is dominated by evaporation of thermal electrons. The explosion of the cluster is

dominated by hydrodynamic forces inside the plasma [1, 2].

If we further increase the photon energy in the XUV range, sequential direct

ionization is the dominating process of cluster ionization until frustration occurs

because of the increasing coulomb potential. Cluster heating proceeds by inner

ionization, then a charge redistribution mechanism leads to the stabilization of the

cluster by the coulomb explosion of the outer shells of the cluster, while the core

plasma undergo recombination and hydrodynamic expansion [2, 19].

Finally considering soft x-rays, the energy absorption mechanism is multi-step

ionization and the cluster expansion dynamics moves towards a pure coulomb ex-

plosion [2].

Fragmentation mechanisms

Fragmentation channels of large multi-charged clusters are found to depend on

many factors, like the charge distribution and the range of the interaction between

constituents atoms.

The fragmentation processes can be classified into two categories: fission-like

processes and Coulomb explosion processes. In the liquid drop model (LDM), gen-

erally employed to describe metal clusters, the distinction between the two regimes

is generally expressed by the fissibility parameter χ, that is

χ =
Ecoulomb

2Esurface
(1.14)
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where Ecoulomb expresses the repulsive forces while Esurface expresses the cohesive

forces.

Generally for a fissibility factor χ < 1, that for low charge state indicate long

range interaction in the cluster (like covalent bonding), fission of the cluster into

few large fragments is preferred, while for a fission parameter χ > 1, that is indica-

tive of short range interactions (like Van der Waals bonding), Coulomb explosion

in more probable [29].

A recent work showed that also charge redistribution in the cluster is impor-

tant in deciding the fragmentation process; by molecular dynamic calculations it is

found that a surface distribution of charge favors coulomb explosion while a more

uniform distribution favors instead fission of the clusters [8].
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Chapter 2

Supersonic Beam Apparatus

for gas-phase cluster

characterization

Seeded molecular beams are a very powerful technique for the characterization

of molecular species and atomic clusters in the gas-phase. The Molecular Beam

Laboratory (LGM) of the Department of Physics of the Università degli Studi di Mi-

lano has a long standing experience in the production and manipulation of seeded

supersonic clusters beams; in particular it developed a novel type of pulsed clus-

ter source, the Pulsed Micro-plasma Cluster Source (PMCS), which is the source

used in the experiments described in this thesis. The source, which is described in

detail in the next section, is a pulsed vaporization Inert Gas Condensation (IGC)

type of source, based on a aerodynamically confined plasma sputtering. Aerody-

namic focusing techniques derived from the aerosol science are employed before

the supersonic expansion in vacuum to achieve a high intensity cluster beam, suit-

able for gas-phase spectroscopic characterization; moreover the pulsed operation

of the source gives access, within each pulse, to different populations of clusters

that have experienced different residence times in the source and so had different

thermal history.

As discussed before, core level spectroscopy techniques employing synchrotron
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radiation (SR) are very powerful tools to investigate the properties of nano-scale

objects. The following sections describe how the PMCS source was coupled to SR-

based characterization apparatuses to perform measurements of free clusters with

X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), X-Ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy (XPS)

and photo-fragmentation.

The first section describes the PMCS source and the experimental setup de-

veloped for XAS, that was coupled to the Gas-Phase beamline [4] of the Elettra

synchrotron radiation laboratory (Trieste, Italy) in order to perform NEXAFS ex-

periments on free carbon clusters (see chapter 3).

In the second section a detailed description of the apparatus developed for time-

resolved X-Ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy (XPS) on free clusters is then given;

the apparatus was coupled to the I411 beamline [7] of the Max Lab synchrotron

radiation facility (Lund, Sweden) to perform experiments on free lead clusters (see

chapter 6).

Finally the last section describes in detail the apparatus developed to preform

photo-fragmentation experiments on titanium clusters, employing the high inten-

sity pulses produced by the SCSS EUV FEL [45] at the Spring8 synchrotron radia-

tion laboratory in Japan (see chapter 5).

2.1 Setup for time-resolved XAS of free clusters
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a b s t r a c t

The possibility to apply synchrotron radiation-based spectroscopic techniques, and in particular X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS), to isolated nanoparticles is expected to bring important insight into the
electronic properties, the structural arrangement, and the chemical character of finite size systems. A
precise knowledge of such properties has special relevance for a bottom-up approach to the description
of nanostructured systems of technological interest. Element specificity, chemical sensitivity and local
character are most significant qualities demanded from the characterization tools in this regards. The
extremely low density of free particles samples is the main issue limiting the development of such tech-
niques and only very recently first experimental results on systems of strong technological relevance like
transition metal nanoparticles.

In this paper we describe an experimental setup for core-level absorption investigations on free metal
clusters. The most critical issues for experiment feasibility are discussed and the adopted methodology
is described in detail. Results from the application of this approach to core-shell photo-ionization studies
on free Ti clusters are presented as a case study.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The tuning of the electronic, optical and magnetic properties
of nanoparticles by controlling their dimensions [1–3], as the first
step towards the building of complex systems of many interacting
nano-objects, is one of the most fascinating challenges of nanotech-
nology. Although this bottom-up approach is currently subject of
an enormous attention in view of a wide range of applications, the
investigation and the understanding of the fundamental proper-
ties of individual nano-systems free from perturbations is still in its
infancy. Clusters are highly reactive and the interaction with solid
or liquid matrices affects their properties [4,5]; moreover deposited
clusters may suffer from fragmentation upon landing, or aggrega-
tion, coalescence, chemical contamination, or structure distortions,
and from a large uncertainty in size determination [4,6].

Isolated clusters, i.e. aggregates consisting of up to tens of thou-
sands of atoms, can be produced in the gas phase and, in particular,
in molecular beams where their mass and thermodynamic state
can be precisely defined [7,8]. The molecular beam approach allows
real-time particle observation in at well defined time after forma-
tion or after induced transformations; it thus provides access to

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 02 503 17357; fax: +39 02 503 17482.
E-mail address: paolo.piseri@fisica.unimi.it (P. Piseri).

the mechanism of cluster growth, to the investigation of reactive
and metastable species, to the fine-tuning of complex systems (e.g.
particle-adsorbate systems) [9,10]. The characterization of clusters
in the gas phase is nevertheless very difficult since the high degree
of dilution makes the use of conventional spectroscopic techniques,
and especially those based on electron or photon scattering and
absorption, a formidable challenge [7]. The existing strong experi-
mental difficulties and technical limitations cause the presence of
a wide gap between applications of nanostructured materials and
their fundamental understanding.

Recently different groups have demonstrated that the local
electronic structure, electronic density of states, and correlation
effects in isolated metal clusters produced in the gas phase can
be studied by core-level spectroscopy [11,12] and, in particular, by
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) using synchrotron radiation.
This achievement has been possible by the coupling of high-
brilliance, synchrotron radiation beamlines with high-intensity
cluster sources.

Here we present and describe an experimental setup for the
investigation of free metallic clusters by synchrotron radiation
photo-ionization; the cluster experiment with synchrotron radi-
ation (CESyRa) experimental design is based on the concept of
coupling an apparatus for the production of intense supersonic
metal cluster beams with a high flux third generation light source
synchrotron beamline. The experimental work presented here was

0368-2048/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.elspec.2008.05.003
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performed at the Gas Phase photoemission beam line at the Elettra
synchrotron radiation facility, Trieste, Italy [13,14].

The paper is organized as follows: the experimental section
gives an overview of the apparatus, with special focus on the
concepts driving its design and on the enabling character of the
implemented techniques. A separate section is dedicated to the
possible data analysis approaches offered by the setup and to the
discussion of their relevance within the characteristics and possi-
bilities opened by the adopted nanoparticle synthesis route. The
results section is included as an exemplification of the described
techniques ad as an introduction to the results obtained applying
the presented methodology to the study of free Ti clusters.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Supersonic beam apparatus

The supersonic cluster beam apparatus is schematically outlined
in Fig. 1: it consists of five differentially pumped vacuum chambers
providing the required ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions at the
photon-cluster interaction point despite the high gas load typical
of supersonic cluster source operation.

The first chamber is the expansion chamber of the molecular
beam, it is evacuated by a 2000 l/s turbomolecular pump backed
by a dry pumping stage boosted by a 120 l/min roots pump; the
chamber is equipped with two sets of two-axis linear motion feed
throughs allowing cluster beam alignment. The two sets act respec-
tively on the molecular beam nozzle (for free-jet steering) and on

the skimmer support (for nozzle-skimmer relative alignment). An
electro-formed 2 mm diameter skimmer at 40 mm distance from
the nozzle provides the selection of the central part of the free jet
in order to guarantee stable high vacuum conditions in the follow-
ing chamber, thus producing a suitably low background pressure for
the molecular beam. The cluster source, whose design allows instal-
lation outside the vacuum vessel (see next section), is connected
to the expansion chamber through an ISO100 port and evacuated
through the source nozzle. A built-in system for differential pump-
ing of the source body provides the preservation of high vacuum
base-pressure conditions inside the cluster source.

The second chamber hosts a small cell, aligned with the molec-
ular beam axis and connected to a mass flow control gas inlet. The
cluster beam travels across the cell and possibly interacts with gas
species at controlled pressure. Plates for electrostatic deflection of
ionized species produced by the cluster source are also installed in
the chamber in order to wipe them off the cluster beam. A narrow
capillary aligned with the gas cell connects the second chamber to
the next one, producing a two orders of magnitude pressure drop
and ensuring the conditions for the operation of channel electron
multipliers installed in the third differential vacuum chamber as
beam diagnostics tools. The two detectors work in a pulse counting
mode and can measure the cationic and anionic ion flux produced
by the source. When performing this measurement the deflecting
plates in the gas cell are grounded.

In the fourth chamber, photons from the synchrotron beam-line
cross the cluster beam within the acceleration region of a single
stage time of flight mass spectrometer (TOF/MS), oriented per-

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental apparatus. From the left to the right, the sketch represents the cluster source faced on the expansion chamber, the gas
cell chamber, the beam-diagnostic chamber, the interaction chamber and the beam-dumping chamber (see text). A gate valve separates the cluster beam generation section
(first three chambers) from the interaction part where, at 1.5 m from their origin, the clusters cross the photon beam inside in the acceleration stage of a time of flight mass
spectrometer. The cluster flux is measured by a quartz-crystal microbalance head on which clusters impact. The intensity of the photon beam from the synchrotron beam-line
is monitored by a silicon photodiode.
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pendicularly to the cluster and photon beams. The photon beam
intensity is monitored by a photodiode intersecting the beam after
the interaction region. The chamber is separated from the previ-
ous one by a transparent gate valve to allow optical alignment of
the apparatus while preserving UHV conditions in the interaction
region. The base pressure during the experiments is typically of
5 × 10−9 mbar. A copper bar, electrically insulated from the appa-
ratus and held by a three-axis movement stage, lies on the plane of
the beams and can be placed at the interaction point, simultane-
ously facing both the cluster and photon beams with an inclination
of 45◦. The drain current, produced by X-ray photoemission from
the surface of cluster-assembled films deposited on the bar, can be
measured to get in situ X-ray absorption spectra of deposited clus-
ters. The measurement can be performed during deposition. The
temperature of the bar can be varied in the range of 100–450 K by
means of electric heating and liquid nitrogen flow. A comparison
has been recently performed between XAS spectra from deposited
and free Ti clusters using this setup [10].

After the interaction chamber, the cluster beam enters a last
chamber for beam dumping; here the particles impact and get
deposited on an oscillating quartz crystal microbalance providing a
real time direct measurement of the overall cluster beam mass flux
from the source. The dumping of the beam in a separate chamber
ensures an optimum suppression of background signal produced
by metastable helium coming from the cluster source.

The apparatus described above has a 1.20 m × 3.50 m footprint
and all the instrumentation needed for source operation and data
acquisition finds place in two 19 in. racks. The whole experimental
equipment can be transported in a medium size van, assuring the
versatile character of the apparatus, that can be interfaced to light
sources with suitable photon beam characteristics.

2.2. Cluster source

A fundamental requisite for the feasibility of core-shell absorp-
tion experiments on free clusters is the availability of a suitable
cluster density; this is obtained, in our setup, by using a pulsed
microplasma cluster source (PMCS) [15,16], combined with an aero-
dynamic lens system [17,18] (Fig. 2). The PMCS consists of an
insulating body made of Shapal-M® machinable ceramics in which
a small cavity hosts a rod of the material from which clusters
are formed. A pulsed solenoid valve (Parker Series 9) periodically
injects gas from a high-pressure reservoir into the cavity, forming a
strong jet directed against the target rod: a small region character-

Fig. 2. Detail of the PMCS (sectioned). (a) Pulsed solenoid valve for gas injection;
(b) rotating cathode; (c) cluster condensation cavity drilled in the ceramic body of
the source; (d) gas discharge outlet; (e) aerodynamic lens system; (f) ISO100 flange
with built in differential vacuum system; (g) water-cooling system.

ized by high density of the gas is formed at the cathode surface thus
creating the conditions for electric breakdown in this specific posi-
tion inside the cavity. A high voltage pulse (with negative polarity
in the range 500–1500 V) from a high current power supply (typ-
ically limited by a 1 � series resistor) is applied for a few tens of
microseconds to the target rod, producing a very intense discharge
that vaporizes the rod (the cathode) through ion bombardment.
The current loop is closed by the presence, inside the cavity but
out of sight from the ablation region, of an anode held at ground
potential. To maintain constant operation conditions for the source
over long periods of time, the cathode rod is continuously rotated
by means of an external motor and a homogeneous consumption
of the rod along its lateral surface is produced. Few days of con-
tinuous operation without maintenance are typically obtained at
conditions used for the experiments presented here.

The strong confinement of target ablation in a high-pressure
region yields an extremely rapid quenching of the ablated species
favouring a very effective cluster nucleation close to the cathode
surface. The strong pressure gradient produced at gas injection con-
fines the ablation region out of the source cavity walls thus avoiding
contamination of the clusters by chemical species ablated from the
source body. Under typical operating conditions, the main source
of cluster contamination is the carrier gas injected in the source;
high purity bottles with <1 ppm impurity concentration are used.
The chemical composition of clusters can be eventually modified
by mixing reactive gases with inert process gas at controlled partial
pressures [10]. To meet the severe conditions imposed by the syn-
thesis of highly reactive species like Ti nanoparticles, a MicroTorr®

sorption cartridge (Saes-Getters) was used during the experiment
providing He with less than 1 ppb impurities to the gas loader.

The most critical parameter for pulse-to-pulse reproducibility
of cluster nucleation conditions is the stability of gas injection and,
in particular, the repeatability of the gas pulse rise-time on a time
scale of ∼10 �s. To meet this requirement, a careful control of pulsed
valve temperature is needed, as thermal drift, even in a moderate
temperature range, produces significant changes in the response of
fast solenoid valves. Temperature control in the PMCS is achieved
by a careful selection of high thermal transport materials and a
suitably robust heat exchange water-cooling system (Fig. 2).

After formation, clusters are extracted from the PMCS by the
drifting action of the injected gas, acting as a carrier for the sus-
pended particles; this process occurs on a much longer time-scale
than the nucleation step, and residence time of the gas–cluster
mixture in the source cavity extends to several milliseconds after
target vaporization. The PMCS can be considered as a time mod-
ulated inert gas condensation (IGC) [19,20] particle source where
clusters undergo a number of processes like: further growth steps;
diffusion to the walls of source cavity; inertial separation effects in
the gas flow. All these steps have a strong influence on the struc-
ture and the density of particles available for investigation. These
aspects, though deeply characterized in the case of aerosol sources
and applications, have only marginally been considered in the study
of clusters in supersonic beams [21].

2.3. Aerodynamic focusing

The source nozzle used for this work is an aerodynamic lens
system concentrating the clusters in the central part of the free jet
originating the supersonic beam. The focusing assembly consists
of a series of thin plates mounted in a cylindrical barrel [17,22].
Each plate (aerodynamic lens) has a central orifice, and the assem-
bly terminates in an exit nozzle where the sonic plane of the final
supersonic expansion is located. By passing through the lens sys-
tem, the aerosol flow undergoes a series of contractions and then
re-expansions where inertial separation occurs. Small enough par-
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ticles closely follow the gas streamlines; exceedingly large particles,
after radial acceleration towards the axis on the converging-flow
side of the lens, are projected across the centreline and then, too
loosely coupled to the gas flow, impact on the sidewall. Particles
with intermediate size are brought closer to the centreline after
each lens owing to the fact that drag is more effective on the
converging-flow side of each lens than on the diverging one. The
parameter of choice to describe inertial separation of particles in a
flow-field is Stokes number (St), which represents the ratio between
drag and inertial forces acting on the particle, as observed in a ref-
erence frame moving with the flow; optimal focusing conditions
are produced by aerodynamic lenses for St ∼ 1.

In PMCS, at each gas pulse injection, the pressure inside the
source rapidly rises up to roughly 100 mbar (within typically less
than 1 ms). After this stage, where also vaporization and nucleation
take place, the gaseous content of the source cavity is discharged
through the nozzle with a characteristic time of the discharge in
the range of few tens of milliseconds. During this time, the density
and temperature of the carrier gas strongly evolve, exploring a wide
range of Stokes numbers, for each particle size in the population of
the produced clusters. As this “automatic” scan of the aerodynamic
focusing system is performed simultaneously with particle growth
inside the source, the combination of two main parameters: pres-
sure at electric discharge time (actually controlled through electric
discharge delay after start of gas injection), and total amount of
gas injected (through valve opening time duration), can be used to
obtain optimum source intensity for chosen size and thermal his-
tory of the produced particles. As an example, Fig. 3 displays the
pulse profile corresponding to three different working parameters
of the PMCS for the production of metallic Ti clusters (parameters
are listed in Table 1). The corresponding time of flight spectra from
a selected part of the cluster beam pulse are also shown in Fig. 3.

2.4. Pick-up cell

In the second chamber the beam passes through a
10 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm cell in which molecular species can be
dosed. The cell is connected to a mass flow control device by
means of a 1/8 in. steel tube and is traversed by the cluster beam
entering and exiting on opposite sides along longer dimension
through two aligned 4 mm ∅, 20 mm long capillaries. A secondary
housing, with aligned inlet and outlet thin plate orifices, directs
part of the effusing gas exiting the cell to the turbo-pump throat,
thus improving differential vacuum between the gas cell and the
hosting vessel. The partial pressure inside the cell can be set up to a
maximum of 5 × 10−2 Torr, resulting in a 0–10 Langmuir exposure
range, with typical transit time for the flying nanoparticles in the
range of about 100–200 �s, depending on their velocity that varies
along each cluster pulse (see below).

The effect of cluster exposure to molecular hydrogen and water
on the electronic structure have been analysed by total electron
yield NEXAFS spectroscopy on Ti and TiOx clusters [10]. In the
present work the influence of molecular hydrogen exposure on
metallic clusters is discussed within the frame of the conceptual
tools for data acquisition and handling developed and presented in
the following section.

Fig. 3. Upper panel: cluster beam intensity profile as obtained from electron yield,
for the three different sets of PMCS working conditions listed in Table 1 (black full
line: setup #1; dark grey broken line: setup #2; light grey dotted line: setup #3).
Lower panel: the corresponding mass spectra (setup #1 to setup #3 for spectra from
bottom to top. Line styles are the same as used for upper panel). Spectra are relative
to the residence time window between 20 and 30 ms. The modulation that can be
observed in the spectra is due to un-homogeneous detection efficiency over the
accessible mass range; this is an intrinsic limitation of the adopted ion detection
scheme, which is described in the text.

2.5. Time of flight mass spectrometer

Time of flight (TOF) technique is probably the only viable choice
to study core-shell photo-ionization of free clusters by ion yield,
since the low density of the sample makes the achievement of the
highest collection efficiency mandatory. Seeded supersonic molec-
ular beams of clusters exhibit high kinetic energy for cluster motion
along the beam axis (∼0.8 eV/atom in the case of Ti seeded in
He at room temperature); this introduces severe constraints to
the TOF spectrometer design. Ion extraction perpendicular to the
molecular beam axis significantly improves mass resolution [23],
but strong electric fields are needed to steer the ions towards
the detector; ion trajectory is anyway dependent on its mass

Table 1
Working parameters of the PMCS corresponding to the different pulse profiles and TOF spectra reported in Fig. 3

Pulsed valve Ton (�s) Pexp. chamber (mbar) Discharge delay (�s) Discharge duration (�s) Average deposition rate (nm/min)

Setup # 1 260 8.5 × 10−5 600 40 5
Setup # 2 290 1.2 × 10−4 620 40 10
Setup # 3 330 2.2 × 10−4 750 60 30

The results for metallic titanium clusters presented in the following refer to working parameters from set #1.
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and short instruments with large area detectors are demanded
in order to obtain wide mass range sensitivity. The addition of
position sensitivity to the detector can provide useful additional
information on particle momentum, which provides insight into
cluster thermal properties inherited from the carrier gas stagna-
tion temperature, and into fragmentation processes occurring after
photo-excitation. A robust and economical solution for this goal
is the use of a channel electron multiplier array as the ion detec-
tor. A major drawback of this choice is the price paid in terms of
mass resolution, as the geometrical characteristics of these detec-
tors do not allow a precise determination of the flight length.
Additional limitations of this approach are the poor spatial reso-
lution and the presence of a strong un-homogeneity in detector
sensitivity over the acceptance area. We chose this scheme for our
setup and designed a compact single acceleration stage instru-
ment optimized for detection efficiency sacrificing resolution. A
single stage rather than common Wiley-Mc Laren scheme was
adopted for simplicity and to access stronger electric field after
recognizing in the detector geometry the principal term limiting
resolution.

A schematic representation of the TOF spectrometer hosted in
the interaction chamber is shown in Fig. 4. The VUV-cluster beam
intersection is placed between the two grids (32 mm ∅ and 55 mm ∅,
respectively for the lower and upper grid) of the 22 mm long accel-
eration stage (at 17.5 mm from the upper grid); a stainless steel
tube (internal diameter 104 mm) screens the 187 mm long field
free region. Ions and electrons from photo ionization are detected

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the time of flight mass spectrometer equipped
with a position sensitive ion detection array. The clusters in the molecular beam (a)
travel along the x-axis, and are ionised by the photon beam (b) aligned parallel to
the y-axis and crossing the molecular beam at 90◦ inside a 22 mm long electrostatic
acceleration stage (c). The electric field is produced between a lower grid (g1; 32 mm
∅) and an upper grid (g2; 55 mm ∅). Electrons and ionised clusters are accelerated
along the z-axis and are collected by different detectors: a channel electron multi-
plier for the electrons (d) and an array of seven channel electron multipliers for the
ions (e). Additional grid (g3) screens the electron detector for optional partial elec-
tron yield operation. For a given molecular beam velocity, each ion detector accepts
a separate time-of-flight window centred at a characteristic value determined by
the field free stage (f) length (187 mm) and the accelerating field potential. The sig-
nals from each detector are fed to the stop channels of the time to digital converter
(TDC). The TDC start is triggered by a logic synchronizing signal from pulsed valve
opening at cluster source.

by the channel electron multipliers positioned on the negative and
positive side of the acceleration stage; additional grids screen the
electron detector for optional partial electron yield operation mode
through electron energy filtering. A linear array of seven 7 mm long
and 18 mm wide channel electron multipliers, evenly spaced along
the molecular beam direction (8 mm inter-centre distance), is used
for ion detection, obtaining an approximately 17 mm × 42 mm sen-
sitive area. The array is mounted on a rigid frame that can be moved
along the beam direction with a 55 mm travel in order to possibly
shift the mass transmission window to desired range, given the
cluster beam velocity and ion extraction field. Numerical simu-
lations [24] predict a resolution of m/�m = 80 for this geometry
assuming a 5 mm uncertainty in the flight length due to the conical
shape of ion detectors sensitive area, and 5 kV as the applied bias
potentials.

2.6. Data acquisition electronics

Pulsed nature of PMCS allows the investigation of clusters
that experienced a wide spread of different residence times
and thermal history, and thus different growth conditions. This
makes very interesting to introduce the possibility to discrimi-
nate events according to the different parts of each cluster beam
pulse. Logic gating of the acquisition electronics is a possible
route, but lacks in terms of the high detection efficiency com-
mitment imposed by sample diluteness. To catch the full timing
information relative to each event, without reduction in count-
ing efficiency, a large dynamic range time to digital conversion
(TDC) system with multiple channels and multi-hit capability has
been set up. The system is based on a TDC chip from Acam
GmbH (8 channels, resolution better than 100ps, <5 ns dead time)
and implemented using the ATMD-GPX PCI board test system
from the same manufacturer [25]. The board is installed in a
dedicated computer running on Linux OS and managed by an
ad hoc developed server application that can be controlled via
the PC’s Ethernet interface in a client/server architecture. The
TDC is set in a self-retriggering mode and coupled to a soft-
ware counter indexing retriggering cycles; the server application
stores the timing information relative to any possibly occurred
stop event, making complete use of the hosting PC resources. This
system allows high-resolution acquisition of a very large number
of stop hits, in an indefinite time range after a single start. Sys-
tem testing proved its effectiveness for average counting rates up
to 300 KHz, well above the regime encountered in present exper-
iment. The signals from each channel electron multiplier (one
electrons detector + seven ions detectors) are fed to the eight TDC
stop channels after discrimination (Ortec® CF8000, pulse rise time
1 ns, pulse width 10 ns) [26]. The TDC start is triggered by a logic
signal synchronous to the cluster source pulsed-valve opening
(Figs. 4 and 5).

A second identical TDC system is synchronously triggered and
used to measure complementary information with pulse-to-pulse
resolution; these are namely: the ion count signals from the beam
diagnostics detectors in the third chamber; photon and cluster
beam fluxes, after conversion of the photodiode and microbalance
signals with volt-to-frequency converters (VFC); Ar ion counts from
a gas-cell in the diagnostics chamber of the GasPhase beamline, for
absolute photon flux determination. Each electron or ion detection
event is recorded in the mass storage device of the PC, keeping
track of the hit channel and of the cluster beam pulse count. Sep-
arate files are recorded containing the full information relative to
30 s accumulation time; each file corresponds to one row in a log
file where information read from the beamline control system is
stored (storage ring parameters, photon energy, undulator’s gaps,
etc.).
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Fig. 5. Typical timing sequence for each working cycle in the experiment; clock is
determined by the PMCS controller. A TTL signal synchronized with helium injection
in the cluster source cavity starts the time counter of the TDC. Within few hundred
microseconds, a high voltage discharge with controlled duration and delay is fired
and cathode vaporization occurs; cluster nucleation starts immediately, followed by
further growth steps (sketched with an evolution of cluster morphology for sake of
exemplification). Due to their velocity (see Fig. 6), clusters travel from the source to
the ionization point typically in less than 2 ms; the detection time for ions and elec-
trons (extending up to 60 ms) is therefore mostly determined by particle residence
time inside the source cavity. The count rate for electron and ion yields at fixed
photon energy are presented at top of the figure and show the evolution of clus-
ter density along each supersonic beam pulse. The two histograms are produced
by binning the counts collected by the TDC stop channels over residence time. Pro-
files are represented with arbitrary intensities by the light grey (electrons; TDC stop
channel 8) and the dark grey areas (ions; TDC stop channels 1–7); a baseline of elec-
tron and ion counts from the photo-ionization of background gas extends over the
whole displayed time range. Data refer to set#1 of PMCS operation parameters. Abso-
lute detection-times (tel)i and (tion)i of electrons and ions allows the determination
of time correlation spectra for the signals. In particular, the presence of bunches
in the ion signal can be observed by analysing the ex post computed inter-arrival
time spectrum. The bunching can be considered in the frame of a multiple cluster
fragmentation picture. Electron–ion correlation giving time of flight spectra can be
derived ex post as well by computing for each ion its delay from the last preceding
electron (tion,k − tel,j).

3. Data analysis

The approach to photo-ionization events detection, described in
previous paragraph, makes intensive use of information storage and
processing technology, thus allowing the application of a number of
different analytical tools. These tools, as exemplified in the follow-
ing, provide unprecedented valuable insight into the free particle
properties and the photo-excitation process.

3.1. Signal correlation analysis

Signals obtained from the different detectors show correlation
patterns whose most common example is the correlation between
an electron and an ion produced in a single photo-ionization event.
This is the classical photo-electron photo-ion coincidence (PEPICO)
scheme where the spectrum of ion detection time lag after electron
detection is obviously interpreted as a time of flight mass spectrum
for the ions. This kind of information is obtained from our experi-
mental data after ex post computing the detection time differences
between each ion and last electron detected before it. This proce-
dure has been applied, e.g. to produce the TOF spectra shown in

Fig. 3. More complicated patterns are produced in PEPIPICO where
two ions generated in a photo-ionization and fragmentation pro-
cess are separately detected [27–29]. A single-event-reconstruction
approach, though applicable in principle with the available infor-
mation given by our setup, becomes increasingly complicate for
higher number of correlated signals after each photo-absorption
event. A more practicable approach is identified in the investigation
of different orders of inter-detection time interval distributions for
uniform kind of charged particles (electrons or ions).

Inter-detection intervals for consecutive (nearest) events from a
uniform distribution of uncorrelated signals are exponentially dis-
tributed (this can be clearly observed, e.g. for the background of
PEPICO TOF spectra), where the single parameter of the distribution
(the exponential decay constant �) is directly determined by the
inverse of counting rate. The next order of inter-detection intervals
is obtained by computing the time differences between second-
nearest events; following orders (indexed by n) are accordingly
defined computing the differences between nth-nearest events.
Intervals are Erlang distributed where the n-Erlang distribution
function is f(t, �, n) = tn−1e−t/� /�n(n–1)!, with � determined again
by counting rate. A deviation of the inter-detection intervals dis-
tribution from the Erlang distribution indicates the presence of
signal–signal correlation. Although a direct extraction of the cor-
relation pattern from the intervals distribution is generally quite
complicate, when the time scale of signal–signal correlation is sig-
nificantly different from the inverse of average counting rate � the
intervals distribution can be easily decoupled at order n into a dis-
tribution generated by inter-detection intervals including one or
more independent events (which is a superposition of different k-
Erlang-like distributions with k = {1,2, . . ., n}, and whose weights
are determined by the correlation pattern), plus a distribution con-
taining quantitative information about the correlation between
n + 1 consecutive signals (Fig. 8).

The results section of this work discusses photon-induced clus-
ter fragmentation in terms of the ion–ion inter-detection interval
distribution.

3.2. Cluster velocity measurement

As already mentioned above, spatially resolved ion detection
provides access to momentum reconstruction. Clusters in the
molecular beam travel along beam direction with a momentum
component that is conserved after ionization and consequent accel-
eration in the perpendicular direction induced by the electric field
of the spectrometer. This makes each detector of the channel elec-
tron multiplier array sensitive to a given beam velocity dependent
window in the time of flight spectrum. The time of flight for each ion
is obtained from electron–ion inter-detection time (PEPICO); detec-
tor positions relative to ionization point are known after apparatus
geometry.

A well-defined velocity measurement can be obtained for each
detector from the exact position of its centre and the mode of
time of flight distribution recorded by the same detector; owing
to the availability of complete timing information, residence-time
resolved velocity measurements are performed. Fig. 6 shows the
results obtained applying this procedure to data recorded in a 2 ms
residence time window centred at 30 ms after gas injection. Dif-
ferent particle velocities are recorded from the different detectors
in accord with a size dependent velocity slip; modelling of this
dependence, which should include particle morphology parame-
ters accounting for their aerodynamic properties, and extrapolation
to carrier gas time of flight allow a determination of carrier gas
velocity and thus, to a good approximation, of its stagnation tem-
perature [10,30,31]. Due to the low-efficiency of vibrational-energy
cooling of clusters in molecular beams expansions, the carrier gas
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Fig. 6. This figure represents the conceptual scheme adopted for the velocity mea-
surement protocol. In the top picture, a time of flight mass spectrum of titanium
clusters is represented. Different grey tones identify signals from different detec-
tors; darkest is detector #1, nearest to the ionization point; lightest is detector #7,
most distant from the ionization position. Each detector accepts a different time
of flight window. The scatter plot represented in the middle shows the correlation
between the time of flight corresponding to the peak in the spectrum relative to
each detector and the detector distance from the ionization point measured along
the x-axis. The position/time-of-flight ratio gives the cluster velocity represented in
the bottom figure.

stagnation temperature can be considered as a reliable estimate
for cluster temperature associated to internal degrees of freedom.
As expected, due to adiabatic cooling of the expanding gas inside
the cluster source, different residence times give different results
for the velocity measurement; the corresponding stagnation tem-
perature is in the range 70–100 K for most of the collected signal
[10,31].

3.3. Photo-ionization spectra measurement

Electron and ion yield spectra can be obtained from the pho-
ton energy dependence of the counting rate on respective channels
(after normalization for photon and cluster beam fluxes). Detailed
timing information allows the resolution of the spectra into a series
with consecutive residence time intervals, and thus introduces the
possibility to detect any possible evolution of spectral features
with cluster growth and thermal history (Fig. 7). Acquisition dur-
ing the time period after each cluster beam pulse allows precise
background subtraction [10].

The evolution with residence time of NEXAFS spectra can be
obtained from properly scaled electron counting rate at different
delays from the valve opening [10], giving the possibility to follow
the development with the growth conditions of the structural and
surface properties of the nanoparticles.

Time of flight resolved ion yield spectra can be extracted from
the data after a PEPICO correlation analysis of the events [12]. A
determination of true photo-ionization spectra for specific particle
size is though a most challenging issue as a precise knowledge of
both the charge state of the ions and the possible fragmentation
events occurred is essential.

Inner shell photoionization is known to produce ions in high
charge states and, due to the broad range of relaxation pathways
involving Auger cascades, Coster-Kronig, double Auger and shake
off processes, a broad distribution of different charge states is
typically encountered [32]; although most systematic data avail-
able in literature refer to rare gas atoms, metal atoms show the

Fig. 7. Colour scale synoptic representation of the PIY XAS spectra for the clusters
along the beam pulse. Horizontal sections provide residence time resolved NEX-
AFS spectra, vertical sections give cluster pulse profiles recorded at a given photon
energy. Residence time and photon energy binning is chosen in such a way that
each bin contains approximately 200 counts; bin intensity is proportional to counts
number scaled by the beam fluxes and bin size.

same behaviour with an even larger average charge state possibly
induced by reduced slow electrons recapture in the metals during
post collision interactions [33]. Photoion spectroscopy has proven
to provide unique information on the de-excitation pathways of
atomic vapours [34]; yet, in clusters, the addition of fragmenta-
tion issues makes the interpretation of mass spectrometric data
exceedingly complicated even at mass resolutions high enough to
allow unambiguous determination of charge states. In this frame,
the possibility of exerting a control on the mass distribution of the
particles through independent parameters like residence time or
aerodynamic focusing conditions turns up as a viable approach, in
alternative to size selection of clusters ions, for the challenging issue
of size-resolved NEXAFS spectroscopy on free particles.

4. Results and discussion

Among the different possibilities opened by the CESyRa setup,
we discuss, for sake of exemplification, the results that can be
obtained from ion–ion inter-detection interval distributions.

From the inset of Fig. 8 it appears evident that the inverse
of counting rate from uniformly distributed signals (i.e. uncorre-
lated ion counting events producing the exponential distribution
shaded in green for 1st-order inter-detection intervals) is over two
orders of magnitude smaller than the characteristic time interval
between correlated ion counts. Correlated ion count events until
over 4th-order inter-detection interval are a significant fraction of
total counts and can be clearly distinguished from Erlang-like dis-
tributed signal, generated from the combination with isolated ion
count events. The presence of a correlation pattern between con-
secutive ion detection events must be interpreted as an indication
that fragmentation processes producing multiple charged frag-
ments occur after a single photo-absorption event. Time-correlated
ions are produced (as fragments) after a single photon absorption
event; fragments are then detected with a mutual delay depending
on their respective measured time of flight. The inter-arrival time
distribution of correlated ions should therefore contain informa-
tion about the size distribution of children clusters produced by
fragmentation though a knowledge of the fragments charge state is
necessary to perform this analysis. Even if an estimate of the average
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Fig. 8. n-Order ion–ion inter-arrival time spectra from titanium clusters ionised
with synchrotron light in the energy range 450–530 eV. The spectra are obtained
by ex post computing differences between the detection time of an ion and of the
nth following one. 1st-order (circles, blue continuous line), 2nd-order (triangles,
green dash-dotted line) and 4th-order (diamonds, red continuous line) spectra are
represented in a log-log scale. The inset shows the coincidence spectrum for n = 1;
here the contribution from independent uncorrelated events is represented by the
coloured area. The inter-arrival times between independent signals are Erlang dis-
tributed (the n-Erlang distribution reduces to the exponential distribution in the
n = 1 case). The counting rate of independent events is of the order of millisecond, so
their contribution can be easily decoupled from the distribution containing quan-
titative information about the correlation between n + 1 consecutive signals. The
amount of correlated events is given with good approximation by the number of
counts nc lying below a given threshold (set at 20 �s); in the analysis presented here
and in Figs. 9–11, the corresponding number obtained off-beam (discriminated by
residence time) is used for background subtraction. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the
article.)

initial charge state can be extracted from a comparison of electron
and ion signals, a thorough discussion of the photo-fragmentation
process is beyond the scope of present paper; we thus limit the fol-
lowing discussion to an analysis of the number of yielded fragments
per photoabsorption event. The detailed description of all different
aspects involved in Ti clusters photo-fragmentation including a dis-
cussion of electron–ion and electron–electron correlations will be
subject of a separate publication which is under preparation.

The observed fragmentation pattern is very surprising in the
framework of common understanding of metallic clusters. The
stability and fragmentation dynamics of clusters after photo-
ionization is a major issue in cluster physics and has been discussed
in many experimental and theoretical publications [35]. Stability
against fragmentation has been discussed for simple metal clusters
in the frame of indirect dissociation decays, driven by the coupling
of the photon induced electronic excitation with the vibrational
degrees of freedom; this model leads to statistical evaporation
of neutral monomers and/or neutral dimers on a time scale in
the range of 10−9 to 10−6 s [36,37]. For multiply charged clusters,
Coulomb repulsion-driven fission starts competing with the evap-
oration channel for cluster fragmentation. This process has been
investigated for multiply charged sodium clusters in the frame of
the liquid drop model [38]. In this frame, dissociation of refractory,
early transition elements and their compounds is strongly disad-
vantaged in competition to other indirect decay channels, such as
thermally induced electron emission. As a matter of fact, fragmen-
tation in refractory systems like tungsten [39,40], niobium [41] or
titanium [42] is commonly neglected in the discussion of photo-
ionization processes involving clusters of these materials.

Our observations call for a different picture than the droplet
model to describe cluster structure. Significant insight into the free
particle properties can be gathered from a quantitative analysis
which, owing to our data acquisition scheme, can be performed
with energy and residence time resolution; results are shown in
Fig. 9 where the fraction of correlated events is displayed in colour
scale for different orders. Non-uniform selection of the bin edges
for both energy and residence time is performed in order to keep an
approximately uniform signal-to-noise ratio across the map (about
2000 events/bin).

The maps evidence a fragmentation yield up to at least five
charged fragments after a single photo-absorption event. It is note-
worthy that the fragmentation yield is nearly uniformly distributed
respect to photon energy across the Ti–L edge and the continuum
region from 440 eV up to 530 eV. This can be appreciated also by
comparing the correlation maps with the intensity map reported
for sake of comparison in the same figure with the same photon
energy and residence time binning. On the other side, the yield
shows an increasing trend with cluster residence time for all cor-
relation orders; this trend is more evident from the plots of Fig. 10,
where the integral data for the whole energy range above the L-edge
are displayed.

The observed photon-energy- and residence-time-dependent
fraction of n-order correlated ion detection events lays the ground
for a complex structural model of titanium nanoparticles formed
by the PMCS; the Ti clusters, rather than compact spheroidal par-
ticles, are more likely super-aggregates of weakly bound primary
clusters. The same model was already proposed about 20 years ago
by Cole and Liu [43] in the attempt of explaining the metastable
decay of niobium clusters. In their work clusters were produced by
a synthesis route showing many similarities with our technique.

Besides providing an appropriate structural model for the inter-
pretation of the observed fragmentation pattern for clusters with
high cohesive energy, this hypothesis is also strongly supported by
the residence time dependence of the fragmentation yield (i.e. the
relative number of temporarily correlated ion detection events; see
Fig. 10). A most relevant aspect of this study is actually identified
in the possibility to investigate clusters with different thermal his-
tories. In particular, clusters staying longer in the agglomeration
chamber have a larger probability to undergo to low temperature
coagulation events, resulting in softer agglomerates being more
likely to undergo strong fragmentation processes after interaction
with VUV light. The specific character of PMCS, namely the fact that
different thermodynamic conditions are swept along each cycle,
reveals the critical relationship between cluster structural stability
and growth conditions; this was also a major claim in the work by
Cole and Liu, which remained unconfirmed to date [43].

As demonstrated for aerosol particles by tandem DMA setup
[44,45], post-growth thermal treatments can be applied to signif-
icantly affect the structure of agglomerate particles; exothermic
chemical reactions and molecular sorption processes are additional
routes to promote particle sintering or coalescence if sufficient
heat is released. Our experimental setup allows particle expo-
sure to reactive species and has been used to investigate the gas
phase formation of Ti hydride particles after molecular hydrogen
pick-up by Ti clusters in the molecular beam. Electron yield X-ray
absorption spectroscopy has been successfully employed to inves-
tigate the influence of hydrogenation on the electronic properties
of the clusters, and the sensitivity of absorption spectroscopy to the
local structure revealed a lattice ordering effect induced by hydro-
gen chemisorption [10]. When Ti nanoparticles consist of loosely
bound aggregates of primary metallic particles, thermal annealing
following the strong hydrogen sorption enthalpy (−124 kJ/mol at
300 K for bulk titanium) can produce dramatic consequences on
their structure. Information on this process can be obtained from
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Fig. 9. Colour scale representation of the photon energy and residence time dependence of clusters fragmentation yield as derived from n-order correlation analysis. Non-
uniform binning is chosen for energy and residence time in order to keep uniform statistical significance over the maps (about 2000 events/bin). The up-left map reproduces
in a logarithmic scale the same information plotted in Fig. 7 but with same binning as the three other maps shown here; these represent the fraction of n-order (n = 1, 2, 4)
correlated events. Normalization is performed above the background-subtracted total number of ion counts.

a comparison of the fragmentation yield prior and after hydrogen
exposure.

Fig. 11 compares the residence time dependence of the relative
number of 1st-order correlated ion signals for Ti and Ti/H2 clus-
ters. Exposure to hydrogen determines a general decrease of the
fraction of particles undergoing fragmentation, still preserving a
residence time evolution of the fragmentation yield. We interpret
this observation as an effect of the exothermic sorption of H2 on the
particle structure; sintering or coalescence between primary par-
ticles forming super-cluster aggregates in the molecular beam is
promoted by the heat release, so critically influencing the aptitude
of the aggregates to undergo fragmentation.

Fig. 10. Residence time dependence of the number of n-order correlated events
fraction from clusters photo-ionization events. The picture represents from top to
bottom 1st- to 5th-order correlated events fraction. The plots refer to data averaged
over the 450–530 eV photon energy window.

Fig. 11. Cluster residence time dependence of 1st-order correlated events fraction
for clusters photo-ionization events with (dashed grey line) and without (full black
line) exposure of the free titanium clusters to molecular hydrogen in the pick-up
cell.

5. Conclusions

The pursuit of a viable approach to the core-level spectroscopy
characterization of free metal clusters has proven to represent an
extraordinary challenge. This is because it meets at the same time
technological efforts for the realization of a synthesis route guar-
anteeing high density and stability production of nanoparticles
with selected size and structural properties, and the very com-
plex phenomenology of the interaction between VUV radiation
and finite systems, a complexity which increases enormously as
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soon the probed system departs from simple molecules. We have
approached this challenging task by coupling a high flux third
generation synchrotron light source with an apparatus for the pro-
duction of intense supersonic metal cluster beams ensuring the
required intensity and stability; a control on the properties of the
probed systems has been obtained by exploiting the pulsed char-
acter of the cluster source, which provides a sweep over different
particle structural properties along every repeated cycle.

In the present work, mainly devoted to the description of the
experimental setup and protocol, we present selected applications
and results which shed light on the complex structure of the probed
metal nanoparticles.

A fragmentation pattern is observed for the first time in tran-
sition metal nano-systems interacting with VUV radiation and a
correlation of the fragmentation behaviour with the source con-
ditions under which the particles are formed, so as with in-flight
treatments inducing structural modifications, is established. A
model is proposed for the Ti particles as super-aggregates of weakly
bound primary clusters. This picture readily explains the reported
experimental results, and introduces an interesting change of
perspective within the study of clusters in supersonic beams,
underlining aspects that have long been underrated in this field.

Further insight in the complex character of free transition
metal nano-systems and of their interaction with VUV radia-
tion is expected to come from a quantitative analysis of the ion
inter-detection time distributions, and from the analysis of other
correlation patterns (electron–electron, electron–ion); this analysis
is in progress and will be dealt with in a forthcoming publication.
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2.2 Setup for time-resolved photo-electron spectros-

copy of free clusters

The target of the experiment was to investigate the morphology of metal clusters

with photo-electron spectroscopy. The experiments were performed in collabora-

tion with the universities of Uppsala (Sweden), Oulu and Turku (Finland) at the

I411 beamline [7] of the Max Lab synchrotron radiation facility (Lund, Sweden).

Results of the experiments are described in chapter 6.

The apparatus is schematically shown in figure 2.1 and is composed by four

differentially pumped vacuum chambers. The first two are the cluster source ex-

pansion chamber and a differential vacuum stage; these are the same two chambers

used in the XAS apparatus and described in the previous section. The third cham-

ber of the apparatus hosts the electron spectrometer and was developed by the

Finnish partners of the collaboration from the universities of Oulu and Turku. The

chamber is evacuated by two 300 l/s turbo-molecular pumps granting the required

vacuum level of about 5 · 10−8 mbar during source operation. The support of the

chamber was designed to permit its tilt by an arbitrary angle and was employed

to put the axis of the electron analyzer at the magic angle of 55◦ with respect to

the polarization axis of the synchrotron radiation. This has lead to the need of the

cluster beam being tilted by 35◦, which created some complication in the design

and mounting of the molecular beam apparatus support (see figure 2.2). Finally

the last chamber is a cluster beam dump that prevents the beam to diffuse back

to the interaction region and is equipped with a quartz crystal micro-balance to

monitor the cluster beam intensity.

The main issue in photo-electron spectroscopy on low density samples is of

course the expected low count rate. This problem can be overcome following two

ways: by increasing the ionization rate and by increasing the efficiency of the elec-

tron spectrometer.

The first way of course implies the increase of the photon flux. In this respect

for our first experiments we choose to investigate the level 5d of lead, using 55 eV

photon energy because this level has very high cross-section and the maximum

flux of the undulator of the I411 beamline is around that photon energy. Despite

the low technological interest of lead clusters, this is a perfect system to test the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the apparatus for XPS on free clusters.

Figure 2.2: The apparatus mounted at the I411 beamline of the Max II storage ring.
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apparatus, but also a good sample to study the effect of particle morphology on

photo-electron spectra.

The second way for signal improvement is the maximization of the detection

efficiency. The employed hemispherical electron analyzer was a modified Scienta

SES-100 with a retardation lens system and with the original CCD camera behind

the MCP stack replaced by a position sensitive resistive anode (Quantar Model

3394A) [20]. This detector allows to have time resolution of detected electrons;

it features though a lower maximum count-rate, which is not a major problem in

gas-phase measurements where count rate is quite low due to the dilution of the

sample. To further increase collection efficiency, we operated the electron analyzer

in a fixed energy window mode.

In our experiment the acquisition was done exploiting the ability of the decod-

ing electronics of the detector (Quantar Model 2401B) to produce an analog signal

synchronous with the electron detection event with its amplitude proportional to

the hit position on the detector and so proportional to the energy of the electron.

These pulses were recorded by a high speed digitizer board (Signatec PDA1000)

triggered by the cluster source and then processed by a custom software giving as

an output the energy of the recorded electron along with its detection time after

the trigger. This scheme allowed to recover a good estimate of the residence time

inside the source for the cluster emitting each electron.

The chosen energy resolution was the result of a trade-off between PES spectra

resolution and count rate. Considering that the system under analysis is mainly

amorphous, a quite relevant broadening of features in the spectra is expected, and

so monochromator slits were set up for a photon energy resolution of 70 meV ,

while the analyzer was configured with a pass energy of 50 eV and entrance slits

of 0.8 mm, leading to an overall resolution of 220 meV .

2.3 Setup for photo-fragmentation of free clusters

The target of the experiment was to explore the interaction of complex metal clus-

ters with high intensity EUV radiation. The expected non-linear ionization process

was investigated by means of ion spectroscopy. The measurements were performed

in November 2009 in collaboration with two Japanese research groups from the
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of the intensity of the FEL beam, measured pulse-by-pulse.
Two overlapping intensity ranges have been investigated to be able to compare the
measurements and verify beam alignment (see text).

universities of Tōhōku and Kyōto. The results are described in detail in chapter 5.

The radiation source used for the experiments was the SCSS EUV FEL test facil-

ity of the Spring8 synchrotron radiation laboratory in Japan. This is a free electron

laser (FEL) source, based on self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE), produc-

ing radiation with wavelength adjustable between 51 nm (∼24 eV ) and 61 nm

(∼20 eV ), with peak pulse energy of 30 µJ [45]. The pulse duration has been

recently estimated from auto-correlation measurement as 30 f s. To regulate the

FEL intensity, the user facility included a set of beam cutting slits and a gas cell that

can be filled with Ar to damp the beam. To solve the problem of power fluctuations

intrinsic in the SASE process (on the order of 10% for this source), a power meter

was implemented to get intensity information pulse-by-pulse. A grazing incidence

spherical mirror with 1 m focal length and 70% reflectivity, giving a minimum fo-

cal spot of ∼25 µm FWHM, was employed to focus the beam at the interaction

point. The repetition rate used in our experiment was the maximum possible for

the facility and was 20 Hz.

Due to diffraction effects, changing the beam size by the slits will change the
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the apparatus for photo-fragmentation experiments with
FEL radiation.

focus size. By a careful calibration of the damp gas cell, it was possible to perform

measurements with the same photon density in the interaction region, but with

different focus size. In figure 2.3 the ranges of intensity investigated in the exper-

iments are reported. The values refer to the peak power in the FEL beam focus

point. The measurements at different focus size (i.e. different ionization volume)

but comparable intensity have been employed to verify that cluster and photon

beams did effectively overlap during the experiment. The mass spectra of large

titanium fragments have been compared at two distinct intensities and different

focusing conditions and have been found to match perfectly. Moreover the ratio

between the spectra was found to be exactly the ratio between the two interaction

volumes, demonstrating that the FEL focus is in fact totally inside the cluster beam

(see figure 2.6). This has proven to be a very important check for the interpretation

of the experimental data presented in chapter 5.

In the design of this experiment many issues have been faced and solved. First

of all, a big problem was coming from the ionization of background gases, that in

the available wavelength range have huge cross-sections. A high ionization rate is

thus achieved also in the unfocused FEL beam, leading to an interaction volume
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for background that is much larger than that for clusters. Then the necessity to

detect the many ions with large transverse momentum generated in a fragmenta-

tion process, retaining also information about their momentum coming from the

molecular beam expansion. And, last but not least, the need for a suitable synchro-

nization mechanism between the FEL and the cluster source to obtain residence

time information of the probed clusters.

The apparatus we developed is schematically depicted in 2.4 and is composed

by five differentially pumped vacuum chambers. The first two are the expansion

chamber of the cluster source and the first differential vacuum stage; these are the

same ones used in the XAS apparatus previously described (see section 2.1). The

second chamber is connected by a 1 mm diaphragm to two additional differential

vacuum stages, also interconnected by another 1 mm diaphragm. The last one also

implements two perpendicular sets of beam cutting slits to finely tune the cluster

beam dimension and position in the interaction region. Then we have the spec-

trometer chamber, connected with a 5 mm capillary and finally the dump chamber

for the cluster beam. The number of differential vacuum stages and the small

diaphragms were necessary to reduce the base pressure from the cluster beam ex-

pansion chamber, typically of the order of ∼10−4 mbar, to the level required in the

interaction region to limit the signal from the background, that is of the order of

∼10−12 mbar.

The spectrometer chamber was developed by our colleagues from Tōhōku Uni-

versity. It is evacuated by a 500 l/s turbo-molecular pump that is backed by another

70 l/s turbo-molecular pump to reach the vacuum levels required by the experiment

and holds a vertically mounted time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer, that is composed

by a single acceleration stage, a short drift tube of 70 mm and a large area MCP

detector (120 mm in diameter) equipped by a three layers position sensitive delay

line anode (RoentDek model HEX120 [22]). The molecular beam and the photon

beam cross at 45o in the horizontal plane inside the chamber.

The data acquisition system is one of the most innovative parts of the apparatus.

Because of the strong interaction of the FEL radiation with the clusters, leading to

an expected high count rate, along with the high contribution of background signal,

the requirements on data acquisition in terms mainly of dead-time are huge. In fact

a mean number of 100 events per pulse are expected at the highest flux. The core
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Figure 2.5: The apparatus mounted in the experimental hall of the SCSS EUV FEL
at Spring8, Japan.

of the data acquisition system is a fast digitizer (2x Acqiris DC282, 1 GHz sampling

rate, 10 bit resolution, 8 channels in total) that acquire for each pulse the six signals

coming from the delay line and the signal coming from the back contact of the

MCP. All these signals are saved on a PC and then analyzed offline with an ad-hoc

developed software reproducing a constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) that has

the ability to recover also partially overlapped pulses, thus circumventing the dead-

time limitation of hardware CFDs [35]. The last channel available in the digitizer

was employed as a service channel to record the pulse energy signal coming from

the beamline gas-cell, in order to have pulse-by-pulse the FEL intensity, and the

residence time information, as discussed in the next paragraph.

The precise determination of the residence time is fundamental to character-

ize the evolution of the clusters morphology along the source pulse. During the

experiment, the FEL repetition rate was the maximum allowed, i.e. 20 Hz, that

means a sampling of the cluster pulse with a period of 50 ms. Of course a shorter

sampling period below 1 ms was necessary and a way to sweep the delay between

the cluster pulse and the FEL had to be found. In principle it was possible to use a
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Figure 2.6: Check of the FEL focus alignment with the cluster beam by the com-
parison of mass spectra taken with the same FEL power density, but different inter-
action volumes due to different slits configurations. The ratio between the spectra
is exactly the expected ratio between the interaction volumes, that is 9. The com-
parison is done for two different configuration: (a) slits at 0.5 mm and at 1.5 mm
with gas attenuation (photon flux 1.5− 2.0 · 1015 ph/cm2) and (b) slits 1.5 mm and
4.5 mm with gas attenuation (photon flux 2.0− 2.5 · 1016 ph/cm2).
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programmable delay generator to precisely control the trigger of the cluster source

with respect to the FEL. But the problem of associating a precise delay pulse-by-

pulse would have remained unsolved. The adopted solution was to keep the two

sources not synchronized, introducing a small mismatch between the two repeti-

tion frequencies, in order to continuously scan the cluster pulse with the FEL. The

cluster source was thus triggered by a precision pulse generator (Stanford Research

DG535) at 9.95 Hz.

To recover the residence time information we have developed an ad-hoc time-

to-amplitude converter (TAC) with a time range extensible up to several hundreds

of milliseconds. For each FEL trigger the TAC generates a pulse with amplitude

proportional to the delay from the cluster source trigger. These pulses are then

recorded by the service channel of the digitizer so to have the residence time infor-

mation recorded pulse-by-pulse.
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Part II

Results and discussion
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Chapter 3

sp-rich carbon clusters

Carbon-based materials play a major role in today’s science and technology. Thanks

to the ability to bond with three different hybridizations, carbon is a very versatile

element, which can for example crystallize in the form of diamond or graphite, two

materials that expose very different properties. Moreover the recent discovery of

new exotic forms of carbon, as are fullerenes and nanotubes, greatly increased the

interest in carbon for nanotechnology applications. But besides crystalline forms,

carbon can form many varieties of amorphous materials in which hybridizations

are mixed in different proportions, leading to a wide range of properties.

Although sp2-sp3 amorphous carbons have been widely studied and character-

ized [15], sp hybridization was almost completely missing, except that in small

molecules, mainly because of difficulties in its synthesis (for a review see [40]).

Nonetheless the interest in the production of nanostructured films with coexist-

ing sp and sp2 hybridization is very high, since sp carbon can effectively form

nanowires, classified either as cumulenes (virtually conducting, characterized by

double C-C bonds) or polyynes (large-gap insulators with alternating single and

triple bonds). However, despite several theoretical studies devoted to sp carbon

nanowires [26, 27, 53, 10], the experimental study of these systems is still at the

beginning.

When dealing with carbon clusters, the sp chains structure are predicted to

be the most stable structures up to some tens of atoms, while larger clusters are

predicted to have sp2 cage-like structures, like fullerenes. However, molecular dy-
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Figure 3.1: The evolution of the C-band modes identified by the real-time monitor-
ing of the decay of the sp carbon chains when exposed to low pressure helium.

namic simulation of the aggregation of carbon vapors at low temperature have

shown that large sp2 structures embedding a significant fraction of sp hybridiza-

tion can be metastable [5, 56]. These particular aggregation conditions are that

characteristic of the PMCS (for the source description see section 2.1).

In this context, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to stabilize sp carbon

chains in pure carbon solid by the low energy deposition of metastable carbon

clusters produced by a PMCS [42].

3.1 In-situ Raman spectroscopy of carbon

The different structures formed by carbon are characterized by different vibrational

modes, and so each form of carbon is characterized by a peculiar Raman spectrum.

For example, the two crystalline structures of carbon, graphite and diamond, are

characterized by two specific vibrational modes, respectively at 1581 cm−1 and

1331 cm−1. Even if Raman spectra of mixed sp2-sp3 systems are not composed by

just a simple combination of these peaks, a great effort has been done in the past

to correlate the Raman spectra to specific carbon structures [15].

In particular the Raman spectrum of amorphous carbon films is composed by

three main features: the G peak, that is located around 1500 − 1600 cm−1 and
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is characteristic of the C-C stretching modes of graphite, the D peak which arise

around 1350 − 1450 cm−1 from the presence of disorder and defects in the sp2

matrix and the C peak around 2000−2200 cm−1 that is characteristic of sp carbon.

The C peak relative to sp carbon has been mainly identified in molecules and

was almost missing from pure amorphous carbon. The main reason was demon-

strated to be the low stability of sp structure when exposed to atmospheric gases

and most of the past studies on amorphous carbon were done ex-situ.

By depositing carbon clusters produced by the PMCS in UHV and by character-

izing the assembled film in-situ, it was possible to identify a strong C band in the

Raman spectrum [42].

At the beginning, in the C band composition two main contribution were iden-

tified: a peak a lower energy assigned to cumulenes and another one at higher

energy assigned to polyynes.

In recent measurements, the slow decay of the sp species when the film is ex-

posed to low pressure helium gas was measured by real-time Raman spectrometry

(one complete Raman spectrum acquired every minute for up to many days of ex-

posure) and many contributions were identified because of their different stability

(see figure 3.1).

3.2 Stabilization of sp carbon chains in an sp2 matrix

Therefore the contributions to the Raman C-band from sp species cannot be as-

signed simply to polyynes and cumulenes, but a more varied range of structures is

present in the the cluster-assembled film.

In particular, it is important to identify the influence of the chain termination by

the sp2 matrix. For these reason, DFT (density functional theory) calculations have

been carried out, investigating the stability of different chain topologies terminated

by sp2 and sp3 structures. The results of these investigations are reported in the

following reprint of a published article.

L. Ravagnan, N. Manini, E. Cinquanta, G. Onida1, D. Sangalli, C. Motta, M. Devetta,

A. Bordoni, P. Piseri and P. Milani, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 245502 (2009). Copyright by

American Physical Society.
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Ab initio calculations within density functional theory combined with experimental Raman spectra on

cluster beam deposited pure carbon films provide a consistent picture of sp carbon chains stabilized by

sp3 or sp2 terminations, the latter being sensitive to torsional strain. This unexplored effect promises

many exciting applications since it allows one to modify the conductive states near the Fermi level and to

switch on and off the on chain � electron magnetism.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.245502 PACS numbers: 61.48.De, 31.15.A�, 36.20.Ng, 81.07.�b

Postsilicon electronics has seen the recent opening of
entirely new perspectives along the way of carbon-based
devices. By proper nanoscale design, entirely carbon-made
transistors have been realized [1]. Future applications have
been devised, including bionanotechnology ones such as
devices for fast DNA reading [2]. Even considering only
well-demonstrated applications, the potential of carbon-
based electronics is undoubtedly enormous, as testified
by the realization of nonvolatile memories based on two-
terminal atomic-scale switches [3] and bistable graphitic
memories [4]. Specifically, these structural memory effects
have been explained by the formation of carbon chains
made by a few aligned sp-hybridized atoms bridging a
nanometric gap [3].

In this context, the production of pure-carbon nanostruc-
tured films with coexisting sp and sp2 hybridization [5,6]
opens the exciting possibility to tailor complex carbon-
based nanostructures with linear chains made of
sp-hybridized C atoms connecting graphitic nano-objects.
However, despite several theoretical studies devoted to
sp-carbon nanowires [7–10] classified either as cumulenes
(virtually conducting, characterized by double C-C bonds)
or polyynes (large-gap insulators with alternating single
and triple bonds), the implications associated with the
nanoscale geometrical manipulation of hybrid spþ sp2

carbon systems are still largely unexplored.
In this Letter we show that sp nanowires can be sta-

bilized effectively by termination on graphitic nanofrag-
ments, and that in the resulting structures the ’1 nm-long
linear atomic chains can be torsionally stiff, due to the
broken axial symmetry with staggered � bonds. This stiff-
ness is rich in consequences. We explore here how the
structural, vibrational, and electronic properties of such
chains are affected by the nature and geometry of the
termination. In particular, we show that sp2 bonding to
graphitic fragments and graphene nanoribbons (NRs) pro-
duces remarkably stable structures, with cumulene-type

chains displaying a non-negligible bond-length alternation
(BLA), so that the traditional categories of polyynes (alter-
nating single-triple bonds, yielding a large BLA) and cu-
mulenes (double bonds, negligible BLA) appear too
simplistic for the description of these systems. Torsional
deformations are found to affect the BLA, electronic gap,
stretching vibrational frequencies, and spin magnetization
of the chains.
We study these effects in realistic nanostructures, in-

cluding carbon chains bound to graphitic fragments. We
perform all calculations within density-functional theory in
the local spin density approximation, using a plane-wave
basis as implemented in the ESPRESSO [11] suite [12].
Figure 1 displays a few of the studied systems involving

either sp2 or sp3 bonding of a sp nanowire with an
sp2-type fragment. The chosen end-capping nanostruc-
tures include planar graphitic fragments and closed-cage
clusters (here, C20, the most curved fullerene). These

FIG. 1 (color online). A few representative structures involv
ing an 8 atom sp bonded carbon chain terminated on sp2 carbon
fragments [(a e) NRs, (f) C20]. Either edge termination [(a
d) sp2 like] or termination on an internal atom of the fragment
[(e f) sp3 like] is possible. Binding energies (with respect to the
uncapped straight chain plus fully relaxed sp2 fragments) and
BLA (expressed in picometers) are reported.
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structures are intended to represent typical interfaces
present in the nanostructured films produced by cluster-
beam deposition [14].

The nature of the terminal bonding turns out to be
crucial in determining the structure and electronic proper-
ties of the wire. An sp2-kind termination produces remark-
ably stable cumulene-type structures (between 7.9 and
13 eV for the formation of the two new bonds), charac-
terized by a BLA between 5 and 9 pm [15]. The computed
binding energy should be compared with the energy per
bond of 2.1 eV that we obtain for a lateral attachment of the
same chain to the ribbon edge, and with the formation
energy of graphene edges [13,16]; moreover, it is much
larger than the reported binding energies of carbon chains
inside nanotubes [17]. Figure 1 also shows that the mere
value of the BLA does not allow one to distinguish be-
tween carbon chains which would be traditionally classi-
fied as cumulenic (a–d) or polyynic (e–f) according to their
terminations.

For the sake of comparison we also consider standard
cumulenes and polyynes, in the form of isolated carbon
chains stabilized by hydrogen terminations. Polyynes
CnH2 have been synthesized up to a considerable length
(n ¼ 20) [18,19] in liquid and solid matrices, and also with
different stabilizing end groups. Their electronic and vibra-
tional properties as isolated species have been character-
ized extensively, mainly by electronic and Raman spec-
troscopy [19,20]. On the other hand, cumulenes Cnþ2H4

can be seen as Cn sp chains terminated by CH2 groups,
yielding all double C ¼ C bonds. Cumulenes are more
elusive and less well characterized than polyynes, due to
their fragility. Recently, short cumulenic chains have been
synthesized in their basic forms, butatriene and hexapen-
taene [21]. Cumulenic chains are often produced in con-
junction with more complex terminations than simple CH2

units, includingCPh2, i.e., 1,1 diphenyl ethyl (DPE) groups
[22], which we also simulate.

As one could infer from elementary valence bond or
tight-binding considerations, depending on the number n
of carbons being even/odd, sp2-terminated cumulenes as-
sume a D2h (planar) or a D2d (staggered) ground-state
geometry, respectively, due to the alternating orientation
of the � bonds along the chain [21]. Similarly, chains
bonded to sp2 structures are affected by the relative ori-
entation of their terminations. Indeed, a memory of the
orientation of the bonds of the terminating sp2 carbon
propagates along the sp-hybridized chain, so that even-n
chains tend to relax to a configuration where the termina-
tion sp2 planes coincide, while odd-n chains tend to keep
their terminations at a twist angle � ¼ 90�. As a conse-
quence, despite their purely one-dimensional nature,
sp2-terminated carbon chains display a nonvanishing tor-
sional stiffness, no matter if they are straight or bent as in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). In contrast, ideally polyynic chains
(i.e., those terminated at a sp3 site, with a pure single-triple
bond alternation) are almost completely free to rotate
around their axis, but suffer from an obvious frustration

when the number of atoms is odd since the long-short bond
alternation must swap at their middle [23]. Importantly, in
nanostructured cluster-assembled carbon characterized by
a complex three-dimensional arrangement of graphitic
fragments and sp chains [5,6], a large number of the chains
binding to sp2 structures are not free to relax their termi-
nations to the preferred angular geometry, and must hence
be expected to be, in general, strained torsionally.
Since the simulation of carbon-only structures such as

graphene NR bridged by chains allows us to investigate a
few relative angular arrangements only, we extend our
study also to chains with simpler saturating ligands,
namely, CH2 and DPE. The latter turns out to reproduce
better the behavior of a large (potentially semi-infinite)
graphitic fragment, which, at variance with CH2, shares
with the chain only a fraction of its unsaturated pz electron,
which is partly delocalized over an extended aromatic sp2

structure.
Figure 2 summarizes the influence of different end

groups on the BLA and, for sp2 termination, the torsional
strain energy and the Kohn-Sham electronic gap of even-n
chains as a function of �. Interestingly, largely strained
chains undergo a magnetic instability, turning spin polar-
ized. The reason is the quasidegeneracy of two �-bonding
or -antibonding electronic levels near the Fermi energy
illustrated by the closing of the gap [Fig. 2(b)].
Remarkably, in even-numbered chains of all considered
lengths, no matter if CH2 or DPE terminated, the switching
to a spin-polarized configuration takes place at the same
twist angle �s ’ 79�, highlighted in Fig. 2 [24]. This �s
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the low (high )spin electronic configurations.
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invariance implies that the energy gap � and the exchange
splitting of the electrons near the Fermi level scale in the
same way.

Calculations show that the BLA of the sp2-terminated
chains varies substantially with the nature of the ter-
mination itself [10]. The length of the extremal bond
(i.e., the one connecting the last sp carbon with
sp2=sp3-hybridized ligand), which correlates with the
BLA, is minimal in the case of a simple CH2 termina-
tion, but increases substantially in DPE-terminated
chains, assumes even larger values in NR-terminated
wires, and is maximum for polyynic-type terminations
[see Figs. 1 and 2(c)]. The torsional barrier is consistently
smaller for NR terminations, as indicated by the cross at
� ¼ 90� in Fig. 2(a).

In the light of the above results, chain-termination de-
tails are expected to influence the vibrational properties as
well. The latter offer an invaluable opportunity to check if
the considered structures are representative of those
present in nanostructured cluster-assembled films, for
which Raman spectra are the main experimental evidence
of the presence of linear carbon chains. Indeed, in previous
works some of us showed that the Raman fingerprint of
carbyne chains in sp-sp2 carbon is characterized by a
broad feature, with 2 components C1 and C2 peaked at
1980 and 2100 cm 1, respectively [5,6]. Traditionally
these features were attributed generically to cumulenes
(C1) and polyynes (C2). We hence calculate the phonon
frequencies and eigenvectors of the structures exemplified
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(f), plus CH2- and DPE-terminated
carbynes of several lengths, using standard density-
functional perturbation theory [11,25]. As a benchmark,
our theoretical C-C stretching modes of
polyynes CnH2 (n ¼ 8–12) match the experimental fre-
quencies [20] to within 40 cm 1.

Besides several bending and long-wavelength stretching
modes, whose low frequency falls in the same range as the
vibrations of graphitic and diamondlike carbon material,
short linear carbon chains display a few characteristic
Raman-active stretching modes in the range 1800�
2300 cm 1. One mode, sometimes named the � mode in
the literature [20], shows a displacement pattern localized
near the chain center, and usually bears the strongest
Raman intensity [20]. Since the displacements at the chain
ends are less than 10% of those of the central atoms, the
frequency of the � mode is almost unaffected by the mass
of the termination (e.g., calculations for C6H4 and C8H4

with 1000-times increased hydrogen mass give frequency
shifts of less than 1 cm 1).

The stretching frequencies of sp chains turn out to be
influenced by (i) the type of termination (sp3 vs sp2),
(ii) the chain length, with even or odd alternating effects,
and (iii) for sp2 termination, the relative orientation of the
termination themselves, with effects of torsional strain.
The calculated frequencies of the high-energy Raman-
active modes display a clear distinction between sp2- and
sp3-terminated chains, as shown in Fig. 3. Only even-

numbered chains are reported, since odd chains lack �
modes, and have in general much smaller Raman cross
sections [26].
Figure 3(c) displays the in situ Raman spectrum of an

sp-sp2 nanostructured-carbon film [5] in the carbyne re-
gion, measured using the 488 nm line of an Arþ laser and
acquired with very high signal-to-noise ratio. The spectrum
of the as-deposited material is compared to that obtained
after exposure of the film to He in order to promote
sp chain decay [27]. Clearly, a description in terms of
two peaks only cannot account for the complex structure
and decay observed. In particular, the Cp component at the

highest frequency (peaked at 2260 cm 1) can be attributed
uniquely to short polyynic chains, as it is higher than any
cumulenic � mode [see Fig. 3(a)], while the other compo-
nents can be related both to polyynes and cumulenes of
different length. As illustrated in Fig. 3(c), after He ex-
posal, individual components have different evolutions

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The computed frequency of the
Raman � mode (horizontal scale) for carbon chains of different
lengths n (vertical scale) and with different terminations. (b) The
softening of this mode for CH2 terminated chains as a function
of the twist angle � (vertical scale). (c) The experimental Raman
spectra of pristine cluster assembled sp sp2 film (top grey line)
and of the same material after 2 days exposure to He, 100 Torr
(black line). The underlying Gaussians report the empirical
analysis of both spectra, resulting in 5 components at frequencies
separated by approximately 80 cm 1. The individual compo
nents display different decays, besides becoming narrower and
undergoing a �10 cm 1 blueshift.
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during the C band decay, and in particular, the peaks at
lower energy, corresponding to longer chains, decay faster
than the higher-energy ones (i.e., shorter chains).
Furthermore, the Cp peak does not shift during the decay

or change its width, while all lower peaks are blueshifted
by �10 cm 1 and narrowed by �7 cm 1. Indeed calcu-
lations, summarized in Fig. 3(b), show that the high-
frequency stretching modes of torsionally strained
CH2-terminated chains are affected quite strongly by the
twist angle, with a redshift up to �100 cm 1. However,
since chains with smaller torsional barrier (such as those
bound to DPE and nanoribbons) show smaller redshifts,
this effect evaluated for CH2-terminated chains should be
considered as an upper limit for realistic pure-carbon
nanostructures.

The observed blueshift of the peaks accompanying the
decay can then be explained if each peak is related to a
particular family of cumulenes, having all the same length
but different strain: the more strained chains, having softer
Raman modes, decay faster than the others, resulting in a
net blueshift and narrowing of the peak. A faster decay of
torsionally strained vibrationally redshifted cumulene-type
chains is indeed to be expected due to their higher total
energy [Fig. 2(a)]. On the contrary, no torsional strain
applies to polyynes, and this is why the Cp peak does not

shift.
In summary, we performed ab initio total-energy and

phonon calculations on a selected range of model struc-
tures sampling significantly the infinite variety of three-
dimensional arrangements of linear carbon chains bridging
graphitic fragments in different hybridization states.
Theoretical results suggest that sp-carbon chains are sta-
bilized, in particular, by bonding to the edges of graphitic
nanofragments, and allow us to interpret the nontrivial
features and decay of experimental Raman spectra of
cluster-beam deposited pure-carbon films. Moreover, the
data for sp2-terminated chains point towards a rich phe-
nomenology driven by even/odd alternation effects and by
the effects of torsional strain. The latter modifies the
electronic states near the Fermi level, suggesting the pos-
sibility to control the nanowire conductance [23], optical
properties, and spin magnetization, purely by twisting its
sp2 termination, e.g., by coupling terminating graphene
sheets with micromachined torsional actuators [28]. Linear
carbon chains bridging graphene nanogaps, recently pro-
posed as an explanation of the conductance switching in
two-terminal graphene devices [3,4], could hence acquire
an important role in future carbon-based electronics.

We acknowledge support by the Italian MIUR through
PRIN-2006025747 and by the European Union through the
ETSF-I3 project (Grant Agreement No. 211956/ETSF
User Projects No. 62 and No. 124).

Note added in proof.—TEM images of chains similar to
those depicted in Figs.1(a) and 1(c) have been recently
reported in Ref. [29].
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Figure 3.2: EELS spectra of ethylene and acetylene (reproduced from [18]).

3.3 NEXAFS spectroscopy of deposited carbon films

With Raman spectroscopy it was possible to demonstrate the presence of linear

carbon chains with sp hybridization and to study their stability, but unfortunately

the determination of the relative abundance of the different hybridizations is very

difficult because Raman cross-sections are not well determined. Moreover the su-

perposition of contributions from vibrational modes of different topologies make

this determination even more difficult. It is thus needed an experimental technique

with high bond specificity and with well known cross-sections: such technique is

Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy (see section

1.2.2).

Because of the local character of NEXAFS spectroscopy, the spectrum of a com-

plex molecule is assumed to be simply determined by the weighted sum of the

spectra of its bi-atomic components. This “building block” approach (BBA) sub-

stantially claims that a bond, regardless of being contained in a simple or complex

molecule, has always the same NEXAFS spectrum.

Thus the carbon K edge (1s core level excitation) spectrum of a mixed sp–sp2

carbon film is expected to show two peaks for the two different π∗ resonances, that

can be interpreted as the weighted superposition of the spectra of pure sp and sp2

system. The simplest molecules with this two hybridizations isolated are ethylene

for sp2 and acetylene for sp, which have π∗ resonances respectively at 284.7eV and
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285.9eV (see figure 3.2) [18].

This simple picture holds together only with the assumption that the molecular

orbitals are independent from each other. In the case of carbon, being the energy

difference between the resonances only 1.2eV , it is likely that some local conju-

gation occurs. Moreover the amorphous nature of the investigated material imply

the presence of bond distortions that can cause slight modifications of resonance

energies. As the result of all these phenomena, it is expected that the sp and sp2

resonances will be characterized by broadened and partly overlapping peaks. Then

the problem of how to distinguish between the two resonances arises.

However previous studies have shown that the decay of sp carbon species can be

induced, besides the exposure to gases, also thermally, by heating the sample [41].

It is possible to identify the sp contribution to the NEXAFS spectrum by analyzing a

sample as-deposited in-situ, and after inducing the decay of the chains by a thermal

treatment. The difference between the two spectra should clearly show the decay

process.

This was done by our group at the Gas-Phase beamline of the Elettra syn-

chrotron radiation laboratory (Trieste). We deposited in-situ a carbon film on a

copper substrate that was cooled to 180K . After recording the NEXAFS spectrum,

we heated the substrate up to 350K , inducing the decay of the sp-chains. Com-

paring the two spectra, reported in figure 3.3, it was possible to clearly identify

the decay of the sp species, converted to sp2 and so to evaluate the content of sp

hybridization of our deposited nanostructured carbon films [40, 41].

3.4 NEXAFS spectroscopy of carbon clusters in the

gas-phase

NEXAFS spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful technique to characterize the

abundance of different carbon hybridization in cluster assembled nanostructured

films. But during the deposition process, even in a low kinetic energy regime, clus-

ters suffer from structural rearrangement and coalescence, leading to a reduction

of the sp content. Clusters in the gas-phase are thus expected to show an higher

content of sp hybridization, being more metastable structures. Moreover the oper-

ation principle of the PMCS source (see section 2.1) leads to the production in a
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(a) Comparison of two NEXAFS spectra, one of the clusters deposited at 180K, the
other one of the deposited film heated up to 350K, inducing sp chains decay.

(b) Detail of the spectra difference in the π∗ region. It’s crearly visible the decrease in
the sp content that become sp2.

Figure 3.3: NEXAFS spectra of cluster-assembled nanostructured carbon films.
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single pulse of clusters with different residence time in the source and so subject to

different aggregation regimes and thermal history.

The following reprint presents the results of the experiment of time-resolved

NEXAFS spectroscopy in the gas-phase we performed on carbon clusters produced

by the PMCS at the Gas-Phase beamline of the Elettra synchrotron radiation labo-

ratory in Trieste.

L. Ravagnan, T. Mazza, G. Bongiorno, M. Devetta, M. Amati, P. Milani, P. Piseri, M. Coreno,

C. Lenardi, F. Evangelista and P. Rudolf, sp hybridization in free carbon nanoparticles –presence

and stability observed by Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure spectroscopy, accepted,

ChemComm (2010). Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC).
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The presence and stability of sp hybridized atoms in free carbon 

nanoparticles was investigated by NEXAFS spectroscopy. The 

experiments show that a predominant fraction of carbon atoms is 10 

found in linear sp-chains and that conversion into sp2 structures 

proceeds already at low temperature and in the gas phase.  

Since their discovery, fullerenes have become the paradigm of 
carbon nanoparticles (NPs). These highly symmetric, even-
numbered carbon aggregates with mixed sp2 and sp3 15 

hybridization were first identified experimentally by mass 
spectrometry of free carbon clusters formed in a plasma,1 and 
predicted theoretically to be the energetically most stable 
structures for cluster with more than 20 carbon atoms.2 

 High yield production of fullerenes from a carbon plasma is 20 

obtained only in cluster sources where the aggregate 
condensation occurs at temperatures above 1000 K.1,3 At 
lower temperatures the fullerene yield is low and ill defined 
carbon NPs that build up the so-called ‘carbon soot’ are 
favoured.3 Fullerene production therefore represents the end 25 

point of the carbon NPs aggregation process, the ‘fullerene 
road’, which nevertheless is not necessarily reached. Several 
theoretical models of the fullerene formation steps predict the 
existence of intermediate highly disordered pre-fullerenic NPs 
(PFNPs).4,5 These simulations indicate that PFNPs can consist 30 

not only of sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbons but also have a 
significant amount of sp hybridization and be remarkably 
stable.4,5 The development of the experimental production and 
characterization of PFNPs represents a very challenging 
critical step on the route to complex carbon structures.6 35 

 The presence of sp hybridization in solid state carbon has 
been considered for a long time as very unlikely if not 
impossible.7 Although free carbon NPs with less than 20 
atoms have sp-based structures as most stable configuration 
(sp carbon chains, spCCs),2 they react exothermically to form 40 

sp2 structures when deposited8 due to the dangling bonds at 
the extremities of the isolated spCCs.  
 Despite the long lasting scepticism about stable spCCs in 
the solid phase, the feasibility of producing sp-rich solid 
carbon was demonstrated few years ago by some of us by 45 

depositing, at room temperature (RT) and in high vacuum, 
pure carbon NPs produced by a Pulsed Microplasma Cluster 
Source (PMCS).9,10 In this source carbon atoms aggregate at a 
remarkably lower temperature than in standard fullerene 
sources.4 The mass distribution of the produced NPs ranges 50 

between 102 and 103 atoms,11 and thus fullerenes should be 
the most stable configuration;2 however, in situ Raman spectra 

of deposited films of these NPs clearly identified the presence 
of a relevant fraction of sp bonds.9 This sp component decays 
very slowly in high vacuum at RT, while it is rapidly depleted 55 

when the film is exposed to oxygen or moderately heated.11 If 
the substrate is kept at 150 K during deposition, a remarkable 
increase in sp hybridized atoms is observed.12 The NPs 
produced by the PMCS must therefore be PFNPs with high 
spCCs content and the sp chains metastable. In PFNPs the sp 60 

chains are embedded in a disordered sp2 structure and their 
reactive extremities are terminated by bonding to sp2 (or sp3) 
carbon atoms5 which produces a stabilization of the spCCs,13 
comparable to that achieved by terminating them with bulky 
endgroups15 or with graphene14. 65 

 While the spectroscopic study of free PFNPs is essential for 
a better understanding of the intermediate steps of carbon NP 
formation, to date sp chains have been characterized only in 
the solid state and not as free NPs prior to deposition. 
 Here we present the first gas phase characterization 70 

performed by Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure 
spectroscopy (NEXAFS) of the bonding structure of sp-rich 
PFNPs produced by a PMCS.  
 In NEXAFS a core electron is excited to an unoccupied 
molecular orbital and the resulting core hole filled through 75 

fluorescent decay or an Auger process.16 For carbon the latter 
is preponderant and by collecting the emitted electrons one 
obtains a peak in the spectrum each time the exciting photon 
energy matches the difference between the core level and an 
empty σ* or π* orbital. NEXAFS is thus capable of 80 

identifying the chemical bonds present and, via a building 
block approach, quantify their abundance.16 In particular, in 
the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of C2H2 and C2H4, the 
simplest organic molecules with sp and sp2 bonds, resonances 
occur at 285.9 eV for excitation into π*C≡C and at 284.7 eV 85 

for π*C=C.16,17, Similarly, distinct resonances (at ~286 eV for 
sp and ~284.5 eV for sp2) have been identified in more 
complex sp-sp2 systems.18 For pure carbon systems only 
recently few authors claimed the identification of distinct 
resonances for sp and sp2 hybridizations.19,20 Although this 90 

might be surprising given the numerous NEXAFS studies in 
the past, the reason becomes clear when considering that 
experiments were usually performed ex situ, thus exposing the 
samples to air before characterization. Since the sp species are 
destroyed by oxygen,9 their identification by NEXAFS was 95 

possible only recently on NP films produced in situ in a UHV 
characterization facility,19 or transported in vacuum to it.20 

 To characterize NPs in the gas phase by NEXAFS we 
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Fig. 1 (A) Electron yield measured for free carbon NPs as a function of the delay time between the PMCS discharge and the electron detection (i.e. the NP 

residence time in the source). (B) NEXAFS spectra of the free NPs acquired in the 11 delay time windows shaded in panel (A), compared to the in situ 
NEXAFS spectrum of the NP assembled film deposited at RT (dep. 300K). The acetylene and ethylene π* resonances are indicated as dotted lines.16,17 (C) 

Evolution of Xsp (see definition in text) with the delay time; the value of Xsp for the deposited film is indicated as a dashed line. 

developed a dedicated apparatus, consisting of three 
differentially pumped UHV chambers [22], and directly 
interfaced with the Gas Phase Beamline of the Elettra 
synchrotron in Trieste, Italy.21 The first chamber hosts the 
PMCS where the NPs are produced via the aggregation of 5 

carbon atoms ablated from a graphite rod through He ion 
sputtering by a plasma plume.10 After aggregation, the 
mixture of NPs and He expands through a focusing nozzle in 
the vacuum chamber, forming a highly collimated molecular 
beam.10 Since the nozzle’s conductance is low, ~ 100 ms are 10 

required after each of the source’s working cycles for 
emptying completely the source cavity. During that time, the 
NPs in the cavity can interact, aggregate and structurally 
rearrange at a temperature as low as ~100 K.4 As a result the 
NP size and structure evolve with residence time in the 15 

source. After exiting from the cavity, their further evolution is 
quenched by the collisionless and cool environment of the 
molecular beam.10 The central part of the NP beam enters the 
second chamber through a skimmer. Here the ionic component 
of the beam is deflected by an electrostatic field, while neutral 20 

NPs reach the interaction chamber through a small diaphragm, 
where they cross the soft x-ray beam coming from the 
beamline. Differential pumping of the three chambers and the 
high collimation of the NP beam ensure a pressure in the 10-9 
mbar range in the interaction chamber. The emitted electrons 25 

are collected by a channeltron connected to counting/timing 
electronics;22 the detector signal is fed into a time-to-digital 
converter triggered by the PMCS discharge, so that electron 
counts can be resolved as a function of detection time within 
each source pulse. Time resolved NEXAFS spectra are 30 

obtained by a posteriori binning the data and by normalizing 
the electron yield to the x-ray flux and to the NP flux.22  
 Figure 1A shows the electron yield measured at different 
delay times after the electrical discharge producing carbon 

vaporization in the PMCS (shading is used to highlight the 35 

time windows applied for time resolved data shown in figures 
1B and 1C). The delay time is the residence time of the NPs in 
the cavity plus a small interval due to the time of flight from 
the source to the interaction region (~1 ms, with a little spread 
for different parts of the NP beam pulse).  40 

 Figure 1B presents the NEXAFS spectra for each of the 
eleven delay time intervals marked in Fig. 1A. A total electron 
yield NEXAFS spectrum of the film obtained by depositing 
the NPs at 300 K on a copper substrate is also shown for 
comparison. A clear evolution can be observed: the spectra of 45 

the first NPs exiting from the source are sharply peaked at 
~285.7 eV, an energy consistent with the acetylene-type π*C≡C 
resonance at 285.9 eV (marked by a dotted line in the 
figure).17 Thus the first NPs exiting the source are 
characterized by a predominantly sp bond structure. To the 50 

best of our knowledge this is the first NEXAFS spectrum of a 
pure carbon system displaying a sharp π* peak indicative of 
sp hybridization. 
 As the delay time increases (going from spectrum 1 to 11 in 
Fig. 1B), the peak at 285.7 eV progressively decreases, though 55 

remaining the predominant feature at the π* edge of the 
spectrum, while a shoulder at ~284.7 eV (i.e. π*C=C) grows. 
Finally, in the spectrum of the deposited film, the acetylene-
type π*C≡C peak is not any longer the predominant feature and 
the π*C=C peak shows a similar intensity. 60 

 Fig. 1C shows the evolution of the fraction of NEXAFS 
signal related to sp-bonds as a function of delay time (i.e. NP 
residence time inside the source). This fraction is calculated 
as Xsp=100xA[π*C≡C]/A[π*C=C +π*C-C], where A[π*C≡C] and 
A[π*C=C] are integral intensities from the spectra in Fig. 1B in 65 

two 0.6 eV wide energy windows centred at 284.7 eV and 
285.9 eV, respectively (shaded regions in Fig. 1B). Ordinate 
error bars account for the variation of intensities when varying 
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Fig. 2 Total electron yield NEXAFS spectra (normalized to the post edge 
region as indicated by the arrow) of NP assembled films deposited at RT 

(dep. 300K) and at 350 K (dep. 350K). The difference spectrum is 
indicated in black, and its Gaussian fit is shown in the inset. 

 the integration interval from 0.1 to 1 eV width, while the 
abscissa error-bars relate to the width of the delay time 
intervals. Although this definition of Xsp is only qualitative, it 
avoids the high arbitrariness involved in spectra fitting, 
especially concerning the choice of the fitting curve for the 5 

post edge region.20,23 As can be clearly seen in Fig. 1C, the 
amount of sp bonds present in the NPs decreases 
monotonously with increasing residence time, remaining 
nevertheless much higher than the amount of sp detected on 
the NP assembled film deposited at RT (dashed line in Fig. 10 

1C). This indicates that during all phases of the NP formation 
in the PMCS, the aggregates are composed of a major fraction 
of spCCs, in good agreement with the theoretical prediction 
for the low temperature aggregation process of carbon.3,5 The 
chains are metastable and evolve progressively towards sp2 15 

structures during residence time in the source; nevertheless a 
relevant fraction of the spCCs is able to survive even after NP 
deposition at RT, confirming that the end-capping of the 
chains by bonding to sp2 groups afford a remarkable stability 
to carbon atomic wire structures.13 

20 

 To further follow the decay process of spCCs, we deposited 
the NP also on the copper substrate kept at 350 K (see refs. 
[11,12]). Figure 2 shows the NEXAFS spectra, normalized to 
the post edge region, from the film deposited at room 
temperature and at 350 K, as well as the difference between 25 

these two spectra. Substrate heating causes a substantial 
change in both the π* and the σ* regions of the spectrum: as 
evident from the difference, the change in the π* region is 
related to the decay of the π*C≡C band at 285.9 eV and the 
corresponding increase of the π*C=C band at 285 eV.  30 

 In conclusion, we demonstrated the sp hybridization of free 
carbon NPs by NEXAFS and followed the evolution of their 
structure on a millisecond time scale under low temperature 
conditions in an inert atmosphere. Our results show that free 
carbon NPs can have a complex structure with varying 35 

relative amounts of sp and sp2 bonds. This has very important 
consequences for a wide variety of fields where carbon NPs 
play a role such as astrochemistry and environmental sciences. 
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Chapter 4

Accessing the fractal

dimension of free clusters

By employing the SBMA technique described in section 1.2.1, the fractal dimension

of free Ti nanoparticles produced by a PMCS have been characterized.

The first experiments to validate the model have been carried out at the Gas-

Phase beamline of Elettra synchrotron radiation facility with the apparatus de-

scribed in section 2.1, also used for XAS on carbon clusters.

A more refined SBMA measurement was possible with the data acquired in the

photo-fragmentation experiments performed at the SCSS EUV FEL in Japan (see

chapter 5).

4.1 First results of SBMA in XAS experiments

XAS measurements were performed around the Ti 2p edge, in the photon energy

range 450− 470 eV . Core level excitation induces photo-fragmentation and for-

mation of multiply charged fragments, complicating the analysis of the mass-to-

velocity relationship. Nonetheless the employed apparatus gives access to single

event reconstruction, allowing the unambiguous discrimination of correlated and

independent ion detection events and the consequent identification of the contri-

bution of unfragmented clusters to the time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum. Moreover

a mean charge state value can be estimated by the total fraction of reconstructed
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events (after an estimate of the electron detection efficiency) and compared to the

results of the fitting procedure described hereafter.

TOF spectra from clusters selected in a given residence time window and col-

lected by three different elements of the channel electron multiplier (CEM) array

(see section 2.1) are shown in figure 4.1a; TOF spectra from other residence time

windows and other CEM array elements present analogous features. TOF spectra

are modeled as the sum of contributions from differently charged clusters which,

after ionization, share similar mass-to-charge ratios and velocities. The TOF spec-

trum collected by each element of the CEM array has been analyzed by a fitting

procedure resolving charge-dependent modes, which are described by Gaussian

line-shapes accounting for cluster velocity distribution and, through their ampli-

tude, for the ion detection efficiency of the detector. The fitting procedure identifies

modes position and intensity with the following conditions:

1. the average charge state of measured clusters population must match the

value obtained from detector efficiency considerations; this puts a constraint

on the relative weight of the different charge state contributions for each

CEM (see figure 4.1b);

2. for each charge state the intensities of the contributions to the mass spectrum

collected by the different CEMs must be described by a single log-normal

curve representing the cluster mass distribution (figure 4.1c); both the mode

and the geometric standard deviation parameters are determined by the fit-

ting procedure and the average mass of clusters increases with increasing

residence time (inset of figure 4.1c).

Within the present description, each mode position identifies a data point in

the mass-velocity diagram (figure 4.2); the analysis of the TOF spectra from dif-

ferent CEMs in the array and for different residence time values (t res) provides a

measurement of the velocity-to-mass relationship v = v(m, t res) over a wide mass

range (∼ 300 − 600 Ti atoms) and over a large residence time span (sufficient

statistics to perform the described fitting procedure is available in the 15− 40 ms

interval).

The v = v(m, t res) data points can be fitted by least-squares with the model

expressed by equation (1.10), after making explicit the σ dependence from m as
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Figure 4.1: (a) Ti clusters time-of-flight distributions recorded by elements #3
(top), #4 (center) and #5 (bottom) of the channel electron multiplier (CEM) ar-
ray, for clusters with residence time in the 17− 20 ms interval. For each spectrum
is reported the fitting by superposition of Gaussian-shaped modes corresponding
to different charge states (+2 in green, +3 in red, +4 in cyan, +5 in magenta and
the sum in bold blue). (b) Comparison of the average charge state (red circles)
of clusters detected by each CEM element from the weighted mean of the charge-
dependent modes with the clusters population charge state (blue squares) deter-
mined from the evaluation of the overall fraction of reconstructed events [32]. (c)
The contributions to the TOF spectra recorded in the 23−26 ms residence time win-
dow by the different CEM elements (x for CEM#1, upward triangles for CEM#2,
downward triangles for CEM#3, squares for CEM#4 and circles for CEM#5) from
2-fold, 3-fold, 4-fold, 5-fold charged clusters (colors as in a) are plotted here vs.
cluster size. It is also reported the log-normal mass distribution obtained by fitting
the values at peak maxima for each of these charge states contributions (broken
line). The inset shows the residence time dependence for the best-fit log-normal
mode.
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Figure 4.2: Mass-to-velocity relationship for titanium clusters from selected resi-
dence time windows. Each point is obtained by center values (time of flight and
detector position) from a single mode with defined charge-state (and thus unam-
biguously determined mass from time of flight). Full lines represent the best fit to
the experimental data with the model described in the text.

(by recalling equation (1.11))

β ·σ = β̃ ·mD∗/D = β̃ ·mξ (4.1)

This allows the mapping of the fractal dimension parameter describing the mor-

phology of the particles populating different portions of the pulsed cluster beam.

A set of additional conditions between the model parameters is assumed in or-

der to reduce the number of degrees of freedom and use the available experimental

data in the most effective way:

1. a quadratic dependence of ξ = D∗/D with residence time is assumed as a sec-

ond order approximation of any existing trend in cluster fractal dimension:

ξ= ξ0 + ξ1 · t res + ξ2 · t2
res (4.2)

2. The dependence on residence time of the carrier gas velocity is assumed to

be [34]
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vgas = vgas,0 · e−
tres
2τ (4.3)

and the effective collision number pre-factor β̃ is described by the product

of the density of gas flux Jgas (that is proportional to the to gas density ngas

times the gas velocity vgas [31]) and the expansion’s duration ∆t (taken in-

versely proportional to vgas):

β̃ ∝ Jgas ·∆t ∝
�

ngas · vgas

�

· v−1
gas = ngas (4.4)

Assuming adiabatic conditions gas density scales as T 1/(γ−1)
s (i.e. T 3/2

s in case of

helium) while gas velocity scales as
p

Ts according to equation (1.2), giving

the following expression of ngas

ngas ∝ ·e−
3tres

2τ (4.5)

finally leading to

β̃ ∝ T
1
γ−1

s =⇒ β̃ = β̃0 · e−
3tres

2τ (4.6)

3. The average collision effectiveness 〈α〉 is assumed fixed for all clusters under

investigation and is included in pre-factor β̃0.

4. The carrier gas stagnation temperature time constant τ is related to the gas

release time constant τr (according to stagnation chamber volume and noz-

zle conductivity) by

τ= τr ·
γ

γ− 1
(4.7)

The value is determined as 110 ms from an independent direct measurement

(a residence time-resolved partial ion yield measurement on molecular oxy-

gen seeded in the supersonic He beam).

With ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, vgas,0 and β̃0 as free parameters, the least square fitting procedure
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Figure 4.3: Residence time evolution of cluster fractal dimension (black) and car-
rier gas stagnation temperature (red) as determined by the least-square fitting pro-
cedure described in the text. The full lines represent the result in the investigated
residence time range, whereas dotted lines show extrapolation according to the
assumed empirical model for expansion evolution.

shows an increasing trend for the D∗/D ratio with increasing residence time of Ti

clusters (from ∼0.8 to ∼0.9 in the range 15− 40 ms).

A numerical solution of expression for D∗−D given by Nelson et al. [36] is con-

sistent with the observed ξ values only if the observation scale robs is greater than

∼1.1 nm; this result holds for any decay rate of the cut-off function used in the

description of density correlation. The value of the observation scale robs is deter-

mined from the normalized observation scale X of Nelson et al. as robs = X · rcluster

(iteration of the numerical solution is needed because cluster size rcluster , deter-

mined from the observed m values, scales with the obtained fractal dimension).

This should be interpreted as a lower limit to the inner scale of the fractal-like

physical object imposed by finite primary particle size of the aggregates. Based on

the comparison between the mass of a primary particle of this size, and the ob-

served cluster mass, this solution would then imply a typical number of primary

particles per cluster not greater than ∼ 4, a situation which is not compatible with

the observation of a fractal like scaling of σ versus m. Therefore the experimental

result have to be interpreted assuming that D > 2 and this means that D∗ = 2 and

D = 2/ξ.
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Therefore the observed increasing trend for ξ results in a decreasing trend for

the fractal dimension of the Ti clusters with increasing residence time (from ∼ 2.5

to ∼ 2.2 in the range 15− 40 ms, see figure 4.3).

4.2 SBMA with FEL

After the first results, a refined experiment was set up at the SCSS EUV FEL facility

with the apparatus described in section 2.3. The advantages of the new setup are

the higher statistics available with an event-by-event mass-to-velocity information

and the availability of a direct measurement of the gas expansion dynamic, that in

the previous experiments was only modeled by an ideal adiabatic expansion.

The measurements were done using the FEL in low photon flux conditions, i.e.

less than 1015 ph/cm2, that is a regime in which the photon absorption rate increase

almost linearly with the photon flux. Moreover, fragmentation processes are not

dominant and are mainly fission-like, with effects on the m/q distribution similar to

those of multiply ionized clusters. This is demonstrated in figure 4.4 that shows

experimental m/q distributions at different, but relatively low photon fluxes.

The analysis is divided into four sections: the first deals with the estimate of

the original mass distribution of the clusters, the second with the estimate of the

charge state event-by-event, the third with the experimental estimate of carrier

gas expansion parameters (i.e. density and velocity) and the last one presents the

results for the fractal dimension of the clusters.

4.2.1 Estimate of the original mass distribution

The m/q distribution is modeled by the sum of different log-normal distributions,

one for each charge state, weighted by the probability of that state. The original

log-normal mass distribution, with parameters µ and σ is expressed by

fµ,σ(m) = logN(m,µ,σ) =
1

p
2π log(σ) ·m

e−(log(m)−log(µ))2/2 log2(σ) (4.8)

The charge state of a cluster of mass m is described by a Poisson distribution

with parameter
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Figure 4.4: m/q distribution of clusters with residence time 8−14 ms. Different spec-
tra (from bottom to top) refer to different increasing photon flux measurements.
The spectra are fitted by the model distribution discussed in section 4.2.1.

λ= r ·mβ (4.9)

where r is the ionization probability of a single atom, and β is the scaling power of

the probability with the cluster mass.

It’s then possible to write a q-resolved mass distribution for each charge state

in the form

gµ,σ(m, q) = logN(m,µ,σ) ·w(m, q) (4.10)

where

w(m, q) = w(λ, q) =
e−λ ·λq

k!
(4.11)

is a weighting function that take into account the probability of the specific charge

state.

The gµ,σ(m, q) can the be converted into the corresponding m/q distribution
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Figure 4.5: Residence time evolution of µ and σ parameters as obtained from the
fitting of photon flux resolved m/q spectra, as discussed in the text.

gµ,σ

�

m

q

�

= k · logN
�

m

q
,
µ

q
,σ
�

·w(m, q) (4.12)

Using this model, the m/q spectra for a specific residence time window and for

varying photon flux are fitted simultaneously with common µ and σ parameters.

The other free parameter β is assumed common to all the residence time intervals

considered. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the fitting procedure, while the results

for µ and σ for all the residence time windows considered are shown in figure 4.5.

The obtained value for parameter β was 0.8.

4.2.2 Event-by-event charge assignment

For each detected event, it is known the time-of-flight (TOF) t f , the position on

the detector p, the residence time t res and the photon flux nph. By the calibration

of the spectrometer [t f , p] can be converted to [m/q, v]. From the photon flux

and the residence time we know the corresponding mass distribution to which the

cluster belongs and also the relative ionization probabilities. To assign a charge

state to each event, a maximum likelihood criterion was employed, as an exact

direct assignment is not feasible.

Given n events in a interval of TOF [t1, t2], the expected abundance of a charge

state q is given by
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u(q, t1,2) =
n · logN

�

t1,2, µ
q
,σ
�

·w(λ(t1,2), q)
∞
∑

k=1

logN
�

t1,2,
µ

q
,σ
�

·w(λ(t1,2), q)

(4.13)

where the logN(t1,2, µ/q,σ) is defined in equation (4.8) and w(λ, q) is defined

in equation (4.11).

The distribution of the charge state can be expressed by a tuple d of qmax ele-

ments

d =
¦

n1, n2, n3, . . . , nqmax

©

:
qmax
∑

q=1

nq = n (4.14)

where qmax is an arbitrary cut-off chosen such that u(q, t) is negligible for q > qmax .

The set d is chosen among all the possible sets by a maximum likelihood crite-

rion by minimizing the quantity

χ̃2 =
1

qmax − 1
·

qmax
∑

q=1

(nq − u(q, t1,2))2

u(q, t1,2)
(4.15)

To maximize the reliability of the assignment an ordering scheme of the events

is introduced, based on the assumption that if two cluster with masses m1 and m2

are accelerated by the jet in identical conditions, then m1 > m2 implies that v1 < v2.

Of course taking n as bigger as possible can reduce the error due to the dis-

cretization of the assigned set d, but because of limited statistic it was chosen

n= 15. In these conditions the reliability of the assignment method was estimated

as 75% of good assignments.

Figure 4.6 reports the measured m/q along with the reconstructed mass distri-

butions that well fits the expected distribution described by

f (m) = logN
�

m,µ
�

t res
�

,σ
�

t res
��

·
�

1− e−λ
�

(4.16)

Figure 4.7 then presents the scatter plot of the reconstructed events.

4.2.3 Estimate of gas density and velocity

At sufficiently high FEL photon flux, probability of helium double ionization be-

comes sufficiently high to measure a clear signal. This has made possible a direct
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between 1) the measured m/q spectrum in the residence
time window 8.5− 14− 5 ms (blue); 2) the detected clusters mass spectrum re-
constructed from the m/q data following the procedure described in the text (red);
3) the original mass distribution of detected clusters relative to the same residence
time window, as described by equation (4.16) (black); 4) the m/q spectrum obtained
from a simulated ionization process starting from the reconstructed original mass
spectrum (green).

Figure 4.7: The velocity vs. mass scatter plot for clusters from selected residence
time windows. The higher statistics available in this new experiment as compared
to figure 4.2 is evident.
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of He density in the jet with residence time, estimated by the
number of counts per ms. The red curve represent the fit with the model reported
in equation (4.17).

measurement of the concentration evolution of the carrier gas with residence time,

and a consequential refinement of the rough approximation made in the first mea-

surements for the concentration by assuming adiabatic expansion (see equation

(4.5)).

The evolution of carrier gas concentration can be described by

ngas = ngas,0 ·
�

1− e−
t−t0
τ1

�

· e−
t−t0
τ2 (4.17)

that is the superposition of two exponential curves: a fast exponential rise describ-

ing the finite time the carrier gas takes to traverse the focusing lenses, and a slow

exponential decay reflecting the evolution of gas pressure inside the source. The

experimental data fitted by this model are reported in figure 4.8.

Unfortunately a direct He velocity measurement for [t f , p] coordinates was

not feasible because of the high dispersion of the velocity distribution (see figure

4.9a). This dispersion is most likely due to mutual electrostatic repulsion between

He ions, but also the interaction with ions from the background gases could cause

an additional velocity contribution.

An indirect measurement was possible by seeding the helium beam with argon

atoms. The argon atoms are heavier and so less subject to Coulomb repulsion and
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Figure 4.9: a) color map that represent the statistics of He velocity distribution vs.
residence time, highlighting the huge broadening. The residence time evolution
(green line), which is approximately constant, is consistent with the hypothesis
that the expansion of the gas from the cluster source is isothermal. b) color map
representing the Ar velocity distribution vs. residence time. The broadening is
much lower than in the case of He, consistent with higher mass of Ar atoms. The
green line represents the residence time dependent peak position of Ar velocity
distribution; for comparison, also the He peak position is reported (dashed green
line).

their velocity distribution in the beam is much better defined (see figure 4.9b). The

evolution of Ar velocity with residence time was modeled with the equation (1.10),

considering that from equations (1.11) and (4.4) follows

β ·σ = k · ngas ·mξ (4.18)

assuming m = mAr , ξ = 2/3 and ngas described by equation (4.17) and τ1 and

τ2 derived by the fit of figure 4.8.

By considering the mean behavior of vHe (see figure 4.9a), among all the k-

dependent solutions, the one that assumes constant vHe was chosen, that suggests

that the expansion from the source is isothermal.

Figure 4.10a reports the solution of equation (1.10) for He velocity. Figure

4.10b reports the Ar velocity compared with the model solution for constant He

velocity: the agreement is quite good.
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Figure 4.10: a) The solution for He velocity (blue line) which is closest to the
hypothesis that the expansion from the cluster source is isothermal. The green line
represent the average constant value. b) Evolution of Ar velocity with residence
time compared with the model curve corresponding to a constant He velocity.

4.2.4 Accessing fractal dimension

The modeling of v = v(m, t res) relation for clusters was performed by partially re-

laxing the assumption made in previous experiments (see section 4.1). In particular

the main differences are:

• nHe is now an experimentally determined function of t res.

• vHe is now also an experimentally determined function of t res.

• k is a free parameter common to all t res (see equation (4.18)).

• ξ is a t res dependent parameter that from previous considerations (see sec-

tion end of 4.1) can be assumed equal to ξ= 2/D. The fractal dimension D is

then assumed to evolve exponentially with residence time from a maximum

D0 for t res = 0 and a minimum D∞ for t res →∞ according to

D = D∞ + (D0 − D∞) · e−
tres
τ (4.19)

Figure 4.11 shows the dependence of the fractal dimension from residence time,

as obtained by the fitting of the residence time dependent mass vs. velocity scatter
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Figure 4.11: Residence time dependence of the fractal dimension in the FEL experi-
ments (black line). For comparison is reported also the fractal dimension measured
in the XAS experiments (red line).

plots (see figure 4.7) within the residence time interval 4− 40 ms.

4.3 Conclusions

The comparison of fractal dimension evolution with residence time in the XAS and

FEL experiments shows a similar trend, that is a decrease of the fractal dimension

with increasing residence time. Nonetheless the two evolutions are quantitative

different: one reason is that in the latter experiments the model was more refined,

but the main reason has to be found in the different mass distributions originating

from different working regimes of the cluster source. In the XAS experiments the

source was operated to get the maximum flux and thus a more intense sputtering

was necessary leading to an increased aggregation and cluster size. On the other

hand in the FEL experiment cluster size was remarkably smaller.

These results give quantitative and unambiguous confirmation of a picture al-

ready suggested for the interpretation of the fragmentation pattern involved in

the interaction of clusters with soft x-ray photons [39], which describes the nano-

objects formed by the PMCS as super-aggregates of primary particles rather than

compact spherical-shaped objects. The decrease of the fractal dimension with de-
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creasing stagnation temperature along with growing residence time, agrees quali-

tatively with common understanding of coagulation process: due to lower atomic

mobility and lack of significant neck growth between colliding primary particles,

coalescence slows down in the low-temperature conditions turning out in soft ag-

glomerates with larger surface-to-volume ratio and excess surface energy [55] held

together by Van der Waals forces [16].
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Chapter 5

Photo-fragmentation of

titanium clusters

Photo-fragmentation and ion momentum spectroscopy are techniques that have

been widely used, along with photo-electron spectroscopy, in previous studies on

the interaction of clusters with very intense photon beams [51, 24, 25, 6, 17].

Using the apparatus presented in section 2.3, we performed momentum re-

solved photo-fragmentation experiments on Ti clusters produced with the PMCS.

Prior to the fragmentation experiment, the cluster beam has been characterized us-

ing FEL at low photon flux and employing SBMA technique (see section 4.2). This

analysis gave information about the evolution of the original mass distribution of

the clusters, before fragmentation, with residence time and provided a measure of

their fractal dimension (see figure 4.11).

In this chapter, after a phenomenological analysis of the experimental results,

the simulation approach that was developed in order to give a comprehensive ex-

planation of the results is presented.

5.1 Analysis of fragmentation

In this section, the fragmentation process is analyzed in terms of its power depen-

dence (in the range that spans from 6.0 · 1012 W/cm2 to 1.0 · 1014 W/cm2) and in its

residence time dependence. The results are compared with the results on rare gas
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Figure 5.1: Number of detected fragments per cluster ionized (estimated) as a
function of FEL intensity, for different residence time windows.

clusters from the literature and with experiments performed with the same sam-

ple, i.e. a molecular beam seeded with Ti clusters produced by the PMCS (with

the same experimental conditions), using a doubled femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser

(λ= 400 nm) as an excitation source.

5.1.1 Fragment yield

The first observable that can be taken into consideration is the fragment yield as

a function of intensity. Ionization yield is expected to begin to evolve linearly at

low intensities and then to show a saturation when non-linear processes begin to

dominate.

Figure 5.1 reports the evolution of the fragmentation yield per ionized clusters

as a function of FEL intensity. Surprisingly, the evolution seems to be linear up to

a pretty high intensity, without any evidence of non-linear processes occurring. A

more detailed analysis of the mass spectrum and of the fragment kinetic energy is

reported next.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the mass spectra of Ti clusters for experiments with the
FEL (a) and with femtosecond laser (b). The red line is the background signal
acquired off-beam, while the blue line is the mass spectra on-beam.
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5.1.2 Ion mass spectra

What is generally expected when a cluster is exposed to an intense photon beam is a

strong photon absorption, the formation of a nanoplasma and consequent Coulomb

explosion. The two fingerprints of this process are the presence in the TOF spec-

trum of only highly charged atomic fragments (or at most very small fragments)

[51, 24, 19] and an evolution of the kinetic energy of these fragments with the

intensity of the photon beam [17, 49, 21].

With IR and visible femtosecond lasers, this shattering behavior is what is gen-

erally found with both rare-gas clusters and simple metal clusters (for a review see

Fennel et al. [14]). With a VUV FEL source only experiments with rare-gas clus-

ters have been performed to date and, even if the processes behind ionization and

fragmentation are substantially different (see section 1.2.4), they show a similar

picture.

Figure 5.2 shows the mass spectra of fragments resulting from the exposure of

Ti clusters produced by the PMCS to femtosecond pulses in the VUV and visible

wavelength ranges, with a power density comparable to that of the experiments

done with rare gas clusters (∼ 1012 − 1013W/cm2).

The results are quite different from the generally expected results. Both ex-

periments show an important contribution from heavy fragments that is missing

in the previous experiments on rare-gas clusters. Moreover light fragments, that

are a consistent part of the spectrum obtained by femtosecond laser excitation, are

completely missing in the FEL measurements. The absence of atomic fragments in

the fragment mass spectrum after FEL excitation cannot be related to a hindering

effect by the very high signal from background ionization, as a detectable contrast

should be observed anyway: a clear contribution to the spectra from doubly ionized

helium can be still clearly identified.

A explanation of the observed behavior could be that the FEL focus was falling

outside the molecular beam, thus exposing the clusters only to the lower photon

flux present on the tails of the Gaussian beam profile; the comparison of mea-

surements done with the same power density and different interaction volumes

has demonstrated that this hypothesis can be discarded (see section 2.3 and figure

2.6).
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between the detector position maps of ions from exper-
iment with the FEL (a) and with the femtosecond laser (b). In both cases the
background has been subtracted.

5.1.3 Fragments kinetic energy

If a large amount of energy is absorbed by the clusters from the FEL beam, up

to form a nanoplasma, the consequent fragmentation process should release this

energy. This usually happens via the emission of many energetic electrons and

fragments with high kinetic energy and charge state. Moreover, the kinetic energy

distribution of the ions generally shifts to higher energies with the increase of laser

intensity [17].

Kinetic energy of the fragments is identified by both the arrival position and

time on the detector. If a broad energy distribution is present, this must be easily

identifiable from the arrival position map. Figure 5.3 reports these maps for the

experiments with the femtosecond visible laser and with the FEL. In the first case

(figure 5.3b) two contributions can be distinguished: one from light fragments that

exhibit high kinetic energy, and a second one from larger fragments, that show only

the original momentum due to the acceleration undergone during molecular beam

expansion. In the map from the FEL experiments (figure 5.3a) only the second

contribution is present.

In the case of FEL excitation, the fragmentation process involves thus only the
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the momentum component perpendicular the the molec-
ular beam propagation direction of large fragments in the experiments with FEL at
different photon beam intensities.

production of large fragments, that from the brief analysis described above does not

show a relevant kinetic energy distribution. A more refined analysis of the kinetic

energy release can be done for the large fragments by looking at the evolution

of the momentum component perpendicular to the propagation direction of the

molecular beam. Figure 5.4 reports the transverse momentum evolution of the

large fragments as a function of FEL intensity: no relevant evolution is detected.

The width of the distribution is mainly due to the native size of the molecular beam,

which diameter is estimated to be around 1 mm in the interaction region.

Based on these results, the picture of the formation of a nanoplasma cannot

hold. The fragmentation process can be identified as a fission process, that seems

inconsistent with the expected extent of energy absorption in the intense beam

from the FEL. One possible explanation is that in the case of complex covalent

clusters the absorption process cannot be modeled simply with the atomic cross-

section scaled by the number of atoms in the aggregate, as is generally assumed for

the rare-gas clusters.
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5.2 Interpretation of fragmentation: Montecarlo sim-

ulations

For the interpretation of the puzzling observations for the fragmentation yield de-

pendence on cluster residence time inside the source and on FEL beam intensity,

a simulation approach based on an empirical model was followed. The idea is to

develop, starting from what is known from the literature, a simple empirical model

for the ionization and fragmentation process that is able to reproduce quantita-

tively (after optimization of the parameters of a Montecarlo (MC) simulation) the

fragmentation yields evolution with different residence times and FEL intensities.

The MC simulation code was then included inside a genetic algorithm frame-

work that tries, through an extensive search of the entire phase space, to find the

model parameters that are able to fit simultaneously all the fragmentation yields

distributions for various residence times and intensities.

5.2.1 Genetic algorithm framework

The genetic algorithm approach was chosen instead of standard minimization algo-

rithms, despite its intrinsically slower convergence, mainly because of two reasons:

in the absence of a strong guide for the starting guess parameters it is more likely

to find the global minimum of the objective function and it is more robust when

dealing with a statistical quantity as the output of a MC simulation.

Some of the parameters of the model are fixed, or able to vary in a narrow

range, and are determined by the experimental data. These parameters are:

1. The mass distribution, along with its dependence on residence time, that is

derived from low photon flux measurements (see section 4.2.1).

2. The cluster fractal dimension, used in the electrostatic screening model of

the clusters, that is derived from SBMA measurements (see section 4.2.4).

3. The target (sample) atomic density and its evolution with residence time,

that is derived by the integrated mass flux detected by a quartz crystal micro-

balance.
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4. The initial (outer) direct ionization, that is supposed to depend on the atomic

ionization cross-section.

The unknown parameters of the simulation are:

1. The inner ionization cross-section.

2. The fragmentation model parameters.

3. The detector efficiency.

5.2.2 FEL-cluster interaction model

The MC code simulates a large number of ionization events (104 − 105 events), by

following this scheme:

1. Generation of the number of clusters in the interaction volume by a Poisson

deviate.

2. Assuming the clusters are uniformly distributed in the interaction region,

generate for each of them the experienced photon intensity based on a Gaus-

sian beam profile.

3. Generate for each cluster the value of its mass, by sampling a log-normal

distribution.

4. Simulate inner and outer ionization yield for each cluster.

5. Simulate fragmentation and detection after accounting for finite efficiency.

The results of each ionization event are then summed up and contribute to populate

the fragmentation yield distribution that is finally compared with the experimental

one giving the score for that particular set of parameters.

Estimate of the interaction volume

The photon beam is assumed to have a Gaussian transverse profile. The peak

intensity is calculated from the pulse energy measured by the intensity monitor

and known FEL parameters. The limit of the interaction volume is assumed to

be the point at which the intensity drops below a predefined cutoff threshold of
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2.0·1014ph/cm2, which is the photon flux that gives a ionization probability of atomic

titanium of about 10−3.

In the so determined volume, a Poisson’s distributed number of cluster is gener-

ated. The mean number of clusters in the interaction volume, that is the parameter

of the Poisson distribution, is determined by the concurrent estimate of the mean

mass of the clusters and of the atomic density in the beam.

The clusters are then distributed uniformly in the radial direction in order to

sample the entire range of intensities that are present in the interaction volume.

Ionization model

For each cluster generated in the interaction volume the ionization process is then

simulated. The chosen ionization model employs the concepts of inner and outer

ionization previously introduced (see section 1.2.4). From the electrostatic point of

view, the cluster is considered as a sphere whose radius is connected to the number

of atoms (or mass) by the fractal dimension as

r = rs ·m
1/D (5.1)

where rs is the Wigner-Seitz radius of Ti.

The ionization potential of the cluster is then assumed to vary with charge z by

pure electrostatic screening as

Eip = E∞ +
1

4πε0

�

z +
1

2

�

e2

r
(5.2)

where E∞ is the ionization potential of bulk titanium.

Direct outer ionization of the cluster can thus occur until the IP overcomes the

photon energy by building up of the Coulomb potential. The threshold number of

photons that are absorbed can be estimated as

nph =
Eph− E∞ −

1
4πε0

e2

2r

1
4πε0

e2

r

(5.3)

The cluster is assumed to absorb photons by direct ionization up to this number,

with the atomic cross section of Ti, that is σTi = 5 · 10−18 cm2. After the threshold

is reached, the photon absorption can continue by inner ionization, that is assumed
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to be determined by a different empirical cross-section.

This gives the charge state due to direct ionization, plus the energy absorbed

by the cluster by inner-ionization.

Fragmentation model

The fragmentation model is the core of the simulation and also the most critical

ingredient for an effective reproduction of experimental results. At present two

simple models from the vast literature on multi-fragmentation processes have been

tested [50].

The first model simply assumed that the number of fragments should be Poisson

distributed. The mean number of fragments was then connected to the number of

charges in the clusters by an empirical model.

The second one modeled the fragmentation yield by a binomial distribution

with parameters n and pb, so that the probability of obtaining k fragments is de-

scribed by

Pk =
�

n

k

�

· pk
b · (1− pb)

n−k (5.4)

Here n is interpreted as the number of “tries” the clusters do to emit a fragment,

while pb is the probability of a single fragment emission.

In accord with a fractal-like aggregate structure of our clusters, the number of

“tries” is assumed to be connected to the number of primary particles in the cluster,

that is a cluster tries to emit his primary particles, as the results from femtosecond

laser experiments suggests, following this relation

n=
mcl

mpp
(5.5)

The fragmentation probability is instead connected to the charge state of the

cluster, by a distribution function that scales with the ratio between the cohesion

energy (modeled by an empirical constant α) and the electrostatic repulsion, fol-

lowing this relation

pb = e−
α·r
q2 (5.6)
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In both cases the finite efficiency of the detector is taken into account by the

generation of random number in (0,1) for each fragment and by counting only

those that are within the efficiency range (0,ε).

5.2.3 Conclusions

The simulation code has proven to be stable, in the sense that its results are repro-

ducible. The ionization and fragmentation models are the two critical points of the

system and so the two parts that need to be improved in the future.

The ionization model implemented follows the general picture that is assumed

for the ionization of rare-gas clusters. In the present case this model shows an

excessive absorption and ionization of the clusters that is likely to be incompatible

with the experimental results.

On the side of the fragmentation model, the simple Poisson distribution has

proven to be quite good in the fitting of the fragments distributions at low FEL flux

but at higher fluxes it predicts too many fragments, even with very low (and un-

likely) detector efficiency (below 10%). The binomial model leads instead typically

to more accurate results, but it still overestimates the number of fragments.
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Chapter 6

Photo-electron spectroscopy of

lead clusters

Both mass spectrometry and XPS can be exploited to obtain information about

the size of nano-scale metal particles. The first by measuring their mass, whereas

the latter can measure their dimension in space based on electrostatic properties

of the system [38]. Despite these two measurements are sometimes regarded as

redundant, this is not true when dealing with particles characterized by a complex

morphology (see chapter 4).

By combining the results from the two types of characterization, performed

independently on the same sample, it is possible to extract quantitative information

about the structural properties of the system.

This section describes the results of the experiments performed on lead clusters

produced by a PMCS. The complementary mass spectrometry analysis was done in

the LGM laboratory in Milan, while the XPS characterization, considering photo-

emission from the level 5d of lead, was performed at Max-Lab, with the apparatus

described in section 2.2.

6.1 Mass distribution of lead clusters

The mass spectrometry was done with a linear TOF-MS in a Wiley-McLaren config-

uration, with a path in the field-free region of about 2.5 m. The ionization source
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was an ArF excimer laser (Coherent Compex102) with wavelength of 193 nm

(Eph = 6.43 eV ), pulse length of ∼ 5 ns and energy per pulse up to 160 mJ .

The total photon flux was kept around 1015 ph./cm2 per pulse, low enough to make

sure that the average number of absorbed photons per cluster doesn’t exceed one

and thus to reduce fragmentation as much as possible.

A mass spectrum from Pb clusters (residence time window 20−55 ms) is shown

in figure 6.1a. The dominating contribution to the spectrum can be modeled by a

log-normal distribution with peak position around 1.2 · 105 amu/e−, corresponding

to ∼600 Pb atoms per unit charge. According to the estimated interaction rate of

the clusters in the beam with the laser (which results in 0.6 to 2 absorbed photons

per cluster for this cluster size), this distribution can be assumed to be representa-

tive of the original cluster mass distribution yielded by the source. In fact, if the

reported mass to charge ratio distribution was to be associated to a larger average

size (resulting also in a larger expected number of absorbed photons), an ion yield

at larger masses should be present, corresponding to the left tail of the Poisson

distribution for the number of absorbed photon. Clusters ionized by a number of

photons larger than one emit a corresponding number of electrons (until ioniza-

tion potential exceed photon energy due to electrostatic screening) and eventually

undergo fragmentation, yielding the features at the left side of the log-normal dis-

tribution in the mass spectrum. In a quantitative estimate of the fragmentation

yield, it should be taken into account that the very small (∼2 · 10−4 sr) solid angle

subtended by the detector reduces the detection efficiency for fragment ions af-

fected by a transverse momentum component. The detected spectral pattern from

fragments is discussed in more detail below.

Residence time dependence of the original mass distribution peak position is

shown in figure 6.1b. The slightly decreasing trend is not consistent with the ex-

pected increase in the average mass of the cluster population due to the growth

process inside the source; this is explained taking into account that, for a given

Stokes number, the mass of the clusters effectively coupled to the carrier gas stream

lines in the focusing device decreases with decreasing pressure. Even though ag-

gregation produces larger clusters at larger residence times, a decreasing focusing

efficiency for larger masses results in the observed trend for the mass distribution

parameter.
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Figure 6.1: a) Time-of-flight mass spectrum from lead clusters with residence time
20 − 55 ms. The multi-mode character of the spectrum is represented by a fit-
ting curve superposed to raw data and highlighted by the log-scale representation
for the mass axis. The blue curve represent the original log-normal mass distribu-
tion centered around 1.2 · 105 a.m.u.(∼ 600 at.). The contributions from multiply
charged ions and fragments dominate the yield at low m/q and are composed by
a wide mode centered about 150 atoms and two sharper modes at 30 and 60 Pb
atoms; as discussed in the text these two latter modes are assigned to primary par-
ticle fragments (P b30)1 and (P b30)2. b) Evolution with cluster residence time of the
mode of the original cluster mass distribution as obtained from fitting of residence
time resolved spectra.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Color map representation of the XPS spectra from the Pb 5d level
for neutral lead clusters along the beam pulse. Horizontal sections provide resi-
dence time resolved XPS spectra, while vertical sections give cluster pulse profiles
recorded at a given binding energy. (b) Photo-emission line corresponding to the
integration of the yield map over the whole residence time range. (c) Pulse pro-
file lines corresponding to the integration of the yield map over the whole energy
window. Pulse profiles represent integral yield from neutral clusters only (green
continuous line) and including native ions (blue dashed line).

6.2 Analysis of XPS line-shape

The size of lead clusters is estimated, based on a conducting sphere electrostatic

model, from the analysis of the line-shape of core level photo-emission spectra

represented in figure 6.2. If cluster mass is beyond the metal-to-nonmetal transition

threshold, this model provides a good description of the electronic properties of the

isolated metal nano-object. For lead clusters this threshold is around n∼ 20 atoms

according to DFT calculations [52] and to recent experimental results [44], well

below the average number of atoms of the photo-emitting clusters produced by

the PMCS. Following the picture already discussed in literature (see Peredkov et

al. [38] and Senz et al. [44]), a conducting Pb cluster with radius R and initial

charge Z is then expected to yield a photo-emission line-shape which resembles

the spectrum from solid Pb, after referring the binding energy to the vacuum level
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through a size-dependent work function

W =W∞ + E (R, Z) (6.1)

where W∞ is the work function of the planar infinite solid (known for lead after

ref. [38]) and E(R, Z) is defined as

E (R, Z) =
�

Z +
1

2

�

·
e2

R
(6.2)

The 5d level photo-emission spectra of free Pb clusters from different residence

time windows are compared with the photo-emission line from solid Pb in figure

6.3. The larger width and blue shift observed in the cluster spectra can be described

as the superposition of the contributions from different cluster sizes and charge

states populating the beam at a given residence time.

Like cluster sources employed in previous experiments [38, 44], the PMCS

yields both neutral and ionic (positive and negative) clusters. The fraction of

charged particles is generally residence time dependent and was estimated here

comparing the total electron yield collected with and without applying a deflecting

electrostatic field on the cluster beam before the interaction chamber. The neu-

tral and neutral-plus-ions cluster beam profiles reported in figure 6.2c show that

the contribution from ionic component of the beam is not negligible only in a re-

stricted residence time window. Comparing the two corresponding photo-emission

spectra from 11− 16 ms residence time window (figure 6.3) it is possible to iden-

tify the contribution from neutral clusters and to assign to the Z =−1 and Z =+1

charge states the additional peaks which can be singled out in the spectrum from

neutral-plus-ions.

The Z = −1, Z = 0 and Z = +1 contributions can be modeled as the con-

volution between the infinite planar solid Pb photo-emission line and the “energy

equivalent” of the residence time dependent cluster size distribution E(R, Z), as de-

fined in equation (6.2). As for cluster mass, also size R is log-normally distributed

according to size distribution parameters µR, σR:

R
�

µR,σR
�

=
1

r
· e−

(log(r)−log(µR))
2

2 log2(σR) (6.3)

By least-squares fitting the residence time resolved spectra from neutral clusters
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Figure 6.3: XPS spectra from the Pb 5d5/2 level for different cluster beam samples
compared with the photo-emission line from bulk Pb. Scatter plots represent (from
the bottom to the top): 1) XPS from bulk Pb (upward gray triangles), from [11] and
referred to vacuum level through work function value from [38]; the line is mod-
eled (continuous blue line) as the superposition between inner site (dashed green)
and surface site (dashed light blue) contributions, separated by [11]. 2) XPS from
clusters with residence time 49− 55 ms (downward triangles), 31− 36 ms (right-
ward triangles), 20−25 ms (rhombs) respectively, showing evident evolution with
residence time in peak position. Continuous lines represent fitting spectra retrieved
according to the model discussed in the text. 3) XPS from neutral (squares) and
neutral-plus-ions (circles) clusters with residence time 11− 16 ms. Fitting curves
express the same cluster size distribution for neutrals and ions; according to the fit
the relative intensities are 84 neutrals, 12 anions, 4 cations. Due to the non-linear
size-energy relationship the cationic contribution appears much broader and there-
fore much weaker than the anionic contribution. All spectra are represented after
Shirley background subtraction; background calculation is included in the fitting
procedure.
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Figure 6.4: Evolution with residence time of the electrostatic radius calculated from
the fitting procedure described in the text.

with the line-shape obtained with the described model, it is possible to estimate the

cluster size distribution parameters µR and σR. The evolution with residence time

of the cluster size mode µR is shown in figure 6.4.

According to the commonly accepted picture for what is usually referred to as

a “cluster”, the size (or radius) of the system should scale with the cubic root of

the number of atoms or mass, as for compact spherical shaped objects. This is not

the case for the system under study, as the increase of average cluster size (see

figure 6.4) with residence time is not associated with the corresponding expected

increment in the number of atoms per cluster (see figure 6.1b). This result confirms

for lead clusters what is already known for titanium clusters from chapter 4, that

is metal clusters produced by the PMCS are characterized by a complex fractal-like

structure.

Like the Ti one, also Pb clusters can be described as super-aggregates of primary

particles. Within this picture, a fractal dimension D f can be included into the

expression for the scaling law of the cluster radius with cluster mass

m= k ·
�

R

r

�D f

(6.4)
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where r is the primary cluster (primary particle) radius and k is a fractal dimension

independent scaling factor. If m is expressed in terms of number of atoms and R, r

are expressed in nanometers, k = 137.3 · (r [nm])3 at. from the expression valid

for compact clusters

m=
4π

3
·ρ · R3 (6.5)

where ρ is the bulk density.

This scaling law can be applied to the average radius of many agglomerates

with the same mass and primary particle size, but not to the radius of an individual

agglomerate: agglomerates are not true fractals, as they are not infinitely scale

invariant [55]. This is also the reason why fractal quantitative characterization

needs a reference value (the primary particle radius) to scale the size of the cluster.

Fractal dimension describes properly only large scale (R� r) behavior, i.e. clusters

that are composed by a “large” number of primary particles.

The radius of primary particles, which may be regarded as compact spheres, can

be here inferred from the analysis of the mass distribution of fragment ions (see fig-

ure 6.1a). The spectral pattern indicates as a preferential fragmentation pathway

the emission of sub-clusters log-normally distributed around 30 Pb atoms; the ob-

served feature is here interpreted as the contribution from primary particles coming

from the fragmentation of super-aggregates under multiple photon absorption.

Figure 6.5 shows residence time evolution of the clusters’ fractal dimension

D f retrieved from equation (6.4), after calculating the primary particle radius r

corresponding to the observed mass spectrum feature according to

r =
�

3m

4πρ

�1/3

(6.6)

The fractal dimension dependence of relative weight of surface and inner atoms

is of course of relevance in an accurate development of the above-described model

for the photo-emission spectral line-shape, because of the site-dependence of the

photo-emission line position, related to the different coordination numbers of sur-

face and inner atoms. In case of lead, the lines from surface sites and inner sites are

split by 160 meV [11], well below the intrinsic peak width; overall peak position

is then affected by the relative intensity of the two contribution. For precise clus-
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Figure 6.5: Evolution of the fractal dimension with cluster residence time.

ter size determination the D f dependence of relative fraction of surface sites over

the total number of atoms was then included in the spectrum fitting procedure

for retrieving the size distribution parameters. Taking into account the complex

morphology of the photo-emitting cluster, surface and inner site contributions have

been assumed to be weighted by the same electron flux attenuation factor for re-

trieving the relative intensity in the photo-emission line.

Qualitative considerations about cluster morphology can be drawn based on the

numerical values obtained for D f . The D f = 2 threshold is generally considered

as discriminating between the “transparent behavior” (D f < 2) and the “opaque

behavior” (D f > 2) [33]. For the case D f < 2 the projection of the cluster does

not fill the plane, and consequently in the asymptotic limit (m → ∞) the surface

area is proportional to the number of primary particles. Such a cluster is said to be

asymptotically transparent, whereas in case of D f > 2 in the projection operation

some parts of the cluster are “hidden” by other parts of the same object, which is

then opaque.

According to simulations performed by Meakin et al. [33], the two regimes

discriminated by D f = 2 can be put in relationship to different cluster-cluster

aggregation models. In particular, a fractal dimension higher than 2 is obtained

from ballistic aggregation with restructuring, whereas simulations based on the

diffusion-limited aggregation model give clusters with a fractal dimension com-
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parable to what reported here. A cluster-cluster aggregation where restructuring

effects have a minority role is reasonably expected to be the dominating growth

process in the very low temperature conditions of the PMCS.

The observed decreasing trend of D f with residence time could be put into

relationship with the concomitant decrease of stagnation temperature, even if a

quantitative evaluation can be hardly attained as available studies based on molec-

ular dynamics calculations do not explore this temperature range for estimating

the temperature dependence of coalescence dynamics [57]. The trend is anyway

qualitatively consistent with the increasing dependence of D f on residence time

reported from supersonic beam mobility measurements on Ti clusters (see chapter

4), although it should be taken into account that we are here dealing with two

different kinds of measurement on two different systems.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and perspectives

Synchrotron radiation based techniques have been employed to characterize the

structure and morphology of complex clusters produced by a PMCS. The results

presented in this thesis have demonstrated the strong potential of techniques based

on synchrotron radiation for the characterization of free nanoparticles.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy has shown how the structure of free carbon clus-

ters evolves with residence time, moving from highly metastable clusters with high

content of sp hybridization to more stable sp2 clusters, an thus demonstrated how

this technique can provide important insight into the dynamics of carbon particle

aggregation processes.

The experiments on titanium clusters with the SCSS EUV free electron laser

have combined mobility measurement in the supersonic beam with coincidence

photo-fragmentation experiments; they confirmed that clusters produced by a PMCS

are characterized by an evolving fractal-like structure and highlighted the fact that

the cluster morphology is an important parameter in the determination of the re-

laxation dynamics of a nanoparticle exposed to a high intensity laser field. These

preliminary results encourage the design of new experiments with the higher pho-

ton fluxes that will soon be available at the Fermi FEL under construction at Elettra.

FEL sources that became recently available in the soft X-ray spectrum will have

a great importance for the development of the techniques whose early steps are

reported in this work. They will, for example, open the possibility to extend photo-

electron spectroscopy studies to most elements, and especially to those showing
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more interest for applications that, due to the low cross-section, are exceedingly

difficult to be studied with present synchrotron radiation sources.

The pioneering contribution to this new field from myself and the University of

Milano group is provided and briefly described in this Thesis, with the hope and

ambition to offer a useful overview to the next-coming explorers of a promising

new way in nano-science.
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